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Serverless computing is a new computing paradigm that aims to simplify building cloud applications. Existing serverless computing is designed for certain types of workloads, such as stateless web request handlers that require little coordination across instances. In this thesis I explore the potential of general purpose serverless computing by providing new features at both the application framework level and the serverless platform level.

I first describe Sprocket, a parallel video application framework based on serverless computing. Based on my work with Sprocket, I observed several key limits of existing serverless offerings, including lack of cross-instance networking, inefficient resource scheduling, and the
cold start problem. I develop three systems for the serverless platform: Particle, Sophon, and FaaSnap, that tackle networking, scheduling, and cold start challenges, respectively. These systems reduce the gap between the requirements of emerging serverless applications and the capabilities of current serverless offerings, paving the way for future general purpose serverless computing.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Cloud computing has transformed the computing landscape. According to Castro et al. [15], 67 percent of enterprise computing spending is on the cloud. Compared to traditional on-premise infrastructures, cloud computing simplifies infrastructure management, increases capacity, reduces the capital expenses, and potentially reduces overall costs. The advantages of cloud computing come from two reasons. First, users do not purchase any hardware resources, and the cloud resources are usually shared among cloud tenants, which reduce capital expenses and lowers the resource price. Second, cloud providers operate at large scale, which enables extremely large scaling and capacity. This economy of scale of the cloud helps reduce costs for both providers and users.

The IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) model is the most popular form of cloud computing for many enterprises and businesses. In IaaS, hardware resources are virtualized and provided as a service to the users. Cloud vendors use hypervisors to multiplex resources like CPU, memory, network and storage to multiple users. The users in effect rent resources like virtual machines, virtual networks, and virtual disks, and use their own operating systems, runtimes, and libraries to host their applications. IaaS is a simple form of low-level resource offering, yet it works well in many scenarios. About 33 percent of all cloud revenue comes from IaaS [75]. The success of the IaaS model can be attributed to several reasons. First, the simple resource interface allows for straightforward transitioning from traditional on-premise infrastructures to the cloud, which
reduces the cost for the users. Second, the low-level hardware interface is largely standardized, making it easy to switch between cloud vendors, which helps users avoid vendor lock-ins and facilitates competition among cloud vendors.

The only difference between IaaS and traditional on-premise infrastructures is the ownership of hardware resources. In IaaS, users no longer need to own the hardware. On the other hand, the operating systems, runtimes, libraries, and applications stay the same. Although the simple interface of IaaS makes the transitioning to the cloud easy, it imposes several limits and disadvantages.

The first limit of IaaS is that, although users no longer need to worry about hardware, they still need to manage networking and storage devices, operating systems, language runtimes, libraries, etc. This software management overhead is not negligible. The second limit is that hardware resource allocation is coarse-grained, which prohibits users from making more precise resource allocation. For example, even when a virtual machine’s CPU is 10% utilized, the user needs to pay for the full price for renting the CPU time. The third limit is that, by using low-level interfaces, the cloud vendors are unable to provide some high-level features like fine-grained auto-scaling, layer-7 load-balancing, distributed consensus, etc., because they lack application-level semantics.

Serverless computing

In early 2015, Amazon Web Services (AWS) introduced Lambda [11], a “serverless” cloud computing offering. In Lambda, users do not manage servers. Instead, they provide application code in the form of “functions”, which will be invoked when events like web requests or API calls happen. Users do not manage servers, runtimes, storage, or the network. Because of the “function” interface, it is also called function-as-a-service (FaaS).

The function instances are stateless, meaning there is no persistent state across requests. Each instance only handles one request. This approach allows easy autoscaling. The platform simply creates as many concurrent instances as concurrent requests. Fine-grained autoscaling
makes it easy to handle workloads that fluctuate. Compared to IaaS, FaaS alleviates users from the overheads of managing servers and other resources like operating systems, libraries, and networking. The cloud provider owns and manages these resources and keeps them up to date.

Serverless has a fine-grained pay-as-you-go billing model. It only charges the CPU time spent on executing actual application code. The billing model is attractive to many users whose application workloads fluctuate over time: in IaaS users tend to be conservative in workload estimation and reserve more resources to prevent service degradation due to under-provisioning. But this often leads to wasted resources: users are billed for idle CPU cycles. In serverless, users usually do not need to worry about resource provisioning since resources are fine-grained and auto-scaled according to the current workload. Compared to IaaS, serverless instances can usually be launched in less than a second so that it can react to fluctuations in load in almost real time. IaaS virtual machines, however, take tens of seconds to minutes to launch and shutdown. These features make serverless a good fit for request handler applications like web request handlers or IoT event handlers.

Most serverless offerings are intended for request handlers. Request handlers process one request at a time, and each request is isolated from other requests. Serverless instances do not need to talk to each other, and there is no need for coordination across instances. Besides request handler applications, however, there is a growing interest in extending serverless computing to a more general purpose model. ExCamera [31], PyWren [44], and gg [30] are distributed video encoding, parallel tasks, and compiling applications on serverless. In these applications, multiple instances are involved for handling a request, and data transfer across instances are needed. In addition, there is usually a need for coordination across instances. This type of application is in stark contrast to request handler applications. In this dissertation I use the term general purpose serverless, or GPSL, to refer to this type of application.

GPSL benefits from serverless’s pay-as-you-go billing model as well as the fine-grained auto-scaling capability. Users can launch thousands of serverless functions instantly, allowing the application to handle sudden bursts of workloads.
However, existing serverless computing offerings impose several limitations, and these limitations are restrictive for GPSL. Serverless intrinsically eliminates the notion of addressable servers, which is a reasonable simplification for event handling programs since an event processor does not need an external network address, but it can be inconvenient for GPSL. These applications usually require sizable amounts of data to be sent between the instances; for example, in MapReduce applications, large data transfers often occur in the “shuffle” phase. Without addressable servers, the instances are unable to directly talk to each other. Some data processing systems work around this limitation by using intermediate stores or caches to let nodes intercommunicate indirectly. However, these approaches are sub-optimal since data has to traverse much more network and storage paths in the process.

In serverless, users do not need to keep idle servers running as in IaaS. Instead, when requests arrive, underlying environments need to be set up to handle the request. Two types of delays can happen in this scenario, scheduling delays and cold start delays. The delays will slow down performance and reduce responsiveness of applications, especially for GPSL applications that rely on many concurrent instances, and the slow “stragglers” instances can become performance bottlenecks.

**Thesis statement**

In this thesis, I will demonstrate that application framework level and platform level features greatly simplify implementation, reduce network overheads, and improve scheduling and cold start performance of GPSL computing. I first describe Sprocket, a serverless application framework for building parallel video processing pipelines. I identify what common building blocks are needed for developing such complex applications on serverless. I observe the potential benefits of building GPSL applications. I also describe a few problems of existing serverless offerings, which include lack of direct networking, inefficient resource scheduling, and cold start problems. I then describe Particle, lightweight networking for serverless, Sophon, container-grained scheduling, and FaaSnap, a snapshot-based virtual machine for fast cold start to solve
the problems, respectively.

**Sprocket**

Serverless is able to provide massive parallelism in a short amount of time thanks to the stateless function abstraction. This is a good match for parallel data processing systems where large amounts of CPU resources are required. Existing cloud-based parallel data processing systems are based on IaaS, where the users use a cluster of virtual machines to process large amounts of data. This architecture suffers from the inherent drawbacks of IaaS: users have to manage the cluster of machines, the network, and storage layers, which increases the operational costs. Users also need to pay for CPU time even when the virtual machines are idle, and this can be particularly challenging when the workload fluctuates a lot. The users need to reserve extra resources so that the system can handle high workloads. When the workload is low, it is hard to downsize the resources since the virtual machines can take several minutes to shutdown. Users end up paying for resources they are not using.

Serverless can be a good replacement for IaaS in this scenario. When there is no request, no serverless instances would be used. And when requests arrive, serverless instances can be created on-demand to process the requests. However, although the processing power is available, processing large-scale data in parallel is not the original intended use case for serverless. It was unclear whether parallel processing applications should be implemented in serverless, and how these they should be implemented.

Sprocket is one answer to these questions. In Sprocket, I focus on parallel video processing applications. Video is a fast-growing data form that accounts for more than 70 percent of Internet traffic [17]. Video data can be a good match for parallel serverless computing since video data has intrinsic parallelism that can be exploited. However, many problems remain unclear, including handling input/output/intermediate data, the concurrency model, the programming interface, representing the computation dependencies, etc.

In Sprocket, video applications are modeled as video pipelines. Each pipeline consists
of multiple stages, e.g., decoding, filtering, or encoding stages. The stages are connected using streams, which define the data dependencies between the stages. The stages and streams form a logical directed acyclic graph (DAG), similar to a dataflow system. The pipeline is specified using a JSON-based domain-specific language (DSL) which we call “pipespec”.

When a pipeline starts, input data and the pipespec is provided to Sprocket. Then the logical DAG is expanded to a physical DAG, which defines inputs, outputs, and dependencies between serverless instances. The physical DAG is materialized by Sprocket by launching serverless instances and orchestrating the instances. A central controller orchestrates the execution of the instances according to the predefined logic for each stage. Data transfer between instances is implemented by reading and writing via an external object store (S3).

Using “pipespec”, users can easily construct video pipelines, from simple ones like video filtering, to complex pipelines like facial recognition. Sprocket implements these pipelines in serverless computing and utilizes the high parallelism provided by the platform. The autoscaling feature of serverless allows Sprocket to launch serverless instances as much as exactly needed with low latency, which avoids resource idling and wait time.

Using the parallelism of serverless, Sprocket can process hours of video in seconds without needing to maintain a dedicated cluster. I propose several techniques to solve problems including handling data dependencies, task scheduling, and mitigating stragglers. The feasibility of running parallel video processing workloads on serverless also shed light on other GPSL applications that can potentially be implemented on serverless.

**Observations from Sprocket**

With my experience from Sprocket, I observed which features current serverless platforms have that support GPSL computing well, and which features the platforms lack. Filling the gap between them two can potentially enable more GPSL applications.

There are several features current serverless platforms offer that are attractive to GPSL computing, including:
1. **High-level “function” interface.** The function interface abstracts away many low-level details like servers, operating systems, virtual networks, and storage. This interface simplifies the development and operation for Sprocket and other GPSL applications.

2. **Pay-as-you-go billing model.** Serverless users are only billed for the time Sprocket instances spent on actual processing. Sprocket does not need to worry about resource utilization since it is handled by the serverless platform. This saves operational costs for Sprocket and other GPSL applications.

3. **Fine-grained auto-scaling.** Sprocket is able to “right-size” its resources to the exact amount needed because of fine-grained auto-scaling of serverless. This feature is valuable for any application whose workload fluctuates a lot including Sprocket and other GPSL applications.

   I also observe some problems that are not solved in today’s serverless offerings yet. Solving these problems can further accommodate future GPSL computing:

   1. **Intercommunication between serverless instances.** Sprocket and other distributed applications have data dependencies between instances. Intercommunication between them is crucial. Current serverless platforms do not support intercommunication well. In Sprocket, intercommunication between instances is implemented by storing data temporarily on an external storage layer, which is neither efficient nor cost-effective.

   2. **Efficient resource scheduling.** In Sprocket I noticed some large delays for launching serverless instances, ranging from several seconds to tens of seconds. These delays come from inefficient serverless resource scheduling, i.e, allocating hardware and software resources to serverless applications. The delays can lead to obvious performance degradation for Sprocket and other GPSL applications.

   3. **Fast cold starts.** Cold start is an important topic in serverless. A cold start is needed when the environments of a serverless instance, including the operating system, language
runtime, etc., needs to be loaded or created from scratch. The platform needs to set up the environment when receiving a request, as opposed to a warm start, where the environment is ready to accept requests. Cold starts usually impose delays from less than a second to tens of seconds. Similar to scheduling inefficiencies, cold starts can cause large delay and performance degradation for Sprocket and GPSL computing.

Based on these observations, I propose three systems: Particle, Sophon, and FaaSnap, and each system focuses on one of the aforementioned problems. Compared to Sprocket, which focuses on the application level, these three systems support GPSL by improving the serverless platforms.

**Particle**

Existing function interfaces for serverless offerings do not provide full network access. For example, AWS Lambda provides network access for serverless instances via a NAT (network address translation) interface, allowing functions to initiate network connections. However, it does not support accepting incoming connections. This simple network capability works for applications like request handlers since their use of the network usually involves reading inputs from external locations and writing outputs to external locations.

However, for Sprocket and other GPSL computing, this network capability is restrictive: since there is no direct network connection, data transfers between serverless instances requires writing to and reading from remote storage or an external relay server, which is both inefficient and costly. In Sprocket I found that, for video processing workloads, about one thirds of total processing time was spent on reading and writing external data.

What intercommunication interface is best for GPSL is still an open question. The platform can provide higher level interfaces like a key-value store or pub-sub interfaces. It can also provide networked file system interfaces. In Particle, I focus on providing traditional IP network interfaces since other higher level interfaces can be implemented on top of it.

In a multi-tenant cloud environment, an overlay network is used to provide virtual
networks. Containers, a popular isolation mechanism for multi-tenant clouds, need network namespaces and virtual network devices to support multiple overlay network endpoints on the same host. Creating multiple such network stacks, however, creates significant delays in the Linux kernel. When simultaneously starting 100 serverless instances and setting up an overlay network for them, the network setup delay accounts for more than half of the total execution time.

In Particle I reconsider the relationship between applications and the network abstraction. A lightweight network abstraction is used to reduce the overheads of creating network namespaces and virtual devices. Serverless instances of the same application share the same network namespace and virtual device. Experimental results show Particle greatly reduces network setup time. The total time for a burst-parallel serverless application improves by 2x to 17x.

The significance of Particle is two fold: it enables direct network connectivity between serverless instances, and it allows the instances to be connected efficiently. This is important to GPSL applications since direct network connectivity is needed, and lower setup time improves the responsiveness of those applications.

**Sophon**

The high-level function interface of serverless abstracts away the underlying low-level environment like operating systems and language runtimes. The management of the low level environments, however, is the responsibility of the serverless platform. Setting up the environment for an incoming serverless request is challenging since the setup needs to be conducted quickly to reduce request latency, an issue known as the cold start problem.

Since a cold start is costly and slow, after a serverless request is served, the platform does not terminate the environment immediately. Instead, the environment is kept warm for a short amount of time. If another request arrives during this time, the existing environment can be used, resulting in a warm start. A warm start has nearly no wait time besides the network delay of the request, which is usually less than 10ms. A cold start, on the other hand, takes up to tens of
Although warm starts have huge performance advantages, keeping environments warm imposes resource consumption, especially on memory. Serverless platforms usually only keep warm environments 5-30 min after a request is finished [32]. A key problem in serverless resource management is to make scheduling decisions to make use of warm environments as much as possible while keeping resource usage low.

I used real-world traces of serverless platforms to evaluate OpenWhisk, a popular open-source serverless system, and find performance inefficiencies in its current scheduling design. In OpenWhisk, the function environment is a container. The default scheduler in OpenWhisk does not keep track of container states. Instead, it schedules function invocations to machines that are likely to have warm containers using a sticky-random algorithm. I found that this algorithm works well when the workload is low and there is no bursty workload. However, when the workload is high or there is a burst of invocations, the sticky-random algorithm produces suboptimal scheduling decisions.

When the workload is high or bursty, resource contention occurs. Containers for different functions contend for memory resources while evicting each other’s containers, which creates more cold starts and further increases resource contention. I use the term “container thrashing” to refer to this phenomenon for its resemblance to memory thrashing.

Based on these insights, I propose Sophon, container-grained scheduling, and implement Sophon in OpenWhisk. Sophon keeps track of container states for each function. With container states, the scheduler is able to make scheduling decisions based on more detailed information. Warm containers are always used when there is a warm container available, and when cold starts are needed, the scheduler makes sure the cold start has minimal impact on system performance by choosing the best machine for a cold start.

I develop several scheduling policies on the basis of Sophon. These policies use several metrics, including available memory and a cost metric, which is a metric of potential costs of evictions. Different policies are used for cold and warm starts. I test the policies using a
real-world serverless trace and compare the results against the vanilla OpenWhisk scheduler and other non-container-grained schedulers. Results show that compared to OpenWhisk, Sophon improves system throughput by 76%, reduces the number of cold starts by 40%, and reduces average invocation latency by 200 ms.

Sophon reduces invocation latency, which improves the responsiveness of serverless applications. This improvement is important for many GPSL applications. Sophon improves system capacity by reducing unnecessary cold starts, which eventually reduces operational costs of GPSL applications.

**FaaSnap**

In a multi-tenant cloud environment, all user code is run in sandboxes and isolated from other users. One of the most common sandboxing mechanisms is virtual machines, or VMs. The Firecracker VM from Amazon, for example, is a lightweight VM that is tailored for fast booting of serverless workloads. However, besides booting, cold start involves other time consuming steps like starting the language runtime, installing libraries and application code, and warming up application states. Together these steps can take a long time, slowing the cold start process.

VM snapshots have been proposed to solve the environment initialization problem [26, 88]. Pre-initialized states can be saved to persistent storage and restored to memory when a request arrives. With snapshots, initialization steps can be skipped to reduce cold start time. Existing snapshot-based systems, however, can suffer from three problems: long initial prefetching blocking, inefficiency in handling changing working sets, and a semantic gap between the guest and host.

I propose FaaSnap, a fast snapshot-based VM for FaaS. FaaSnap uses several techniques to solve these problems. Concurrent paging allows the guest to start as soon as the basic VM state is restored and avoids the initial prefetching blocking. Host page recording and per-region mapping make FaaSnap able to tolerate changes in the working set. Per-region mapping also narrows the semantic gap between the guest and host, avoiding unnecessary slow disk reads.
Experimental results show FaaSnap solves these inefficiencies in existing snapshot-based VMs. It can achieve performance close to snapshots cached in memory: on average the function execution time is only 3.5% slower than that of cached snapshots. FaaSnap handles changing working sets much better than existing systems. High concurrency tests and remote disk tests demonstrate FaaSnap can be applied to a broad range of applications and scenarios.

GPSL computing can benefit from the fast cold start of FaaSnap. Moreover, FaaSnap supports burst-parallelism workloads, a pattern that is common in GPSL computing including Sprocket while not well supported in existing serverless offerings. FaaSnap brings more possibilities to GPSL computing.

Summary

Although initially proposed to host request handling workloads, features like massive parallelism and a pay-as-you-go model of serverless computing makes it possible to host general purpose workloads. General purpose serverless (GPSL) can further revolutionize the application landscape of cloud computing. Sprocket explores the potentials of GPSL. From my experience with Sprocket, I noticed several limitations of existing serverless offering that hinders the full realization of GPSL. I therefore proposed three new systems Particle, Sophon, and FaaSnap to mitigate limitations in cross-instance network connectivity, resource scheduling, and cold starts. These systems make GPSL more efficient from both the application framework level and platform level. In the following chapters, I will describe Sprocket, Particle, Sophon, and FaaSnap in detail.
Chapter 2

Sprocket: A Serverless Video Processing Framework

The rise of serverless computing has drawn interests in both academia and industry. General purpose serverless, or GPSL, is a promising model that extends simple request handler-style serverless to a broader range of applications. In this chapter, I propose Sprocket as an instance of GPSL for video processing.

Sprocket enables developers to program a series of pipelined operations over video content in a modular, extensible manner. By composing operations, developers are able to build custom processing pipelines whose elements can be reused and shared. Sprocket handles the underlying access, loading, encoding and decoding, and movement of video and image content across operations in a highly parallel manner on serverless platforms. The goal with Sprocket is to not only support traditional video processing operations and transformations, such as transcoding to lower resolutions or applying filters, but also to enable much more sophisticated video processing applications, such as answering queries of the form, “Show just the scenes in the movie in which Wonder Woman appears”.

Massive parallel, low latency video processing of Sprocket is enabled by serverless platforms, which can allocate and use thousands of instances at millisecond timescales. Furthermore, providers offer these instances with a billing model that also charges at sub-second time scales. Running a Sprocket application that can process a video with 1,000-way concurrency using AWS
Lambda on a full-length HD movie costs about $3 per hour of processed video.

For the remainder of this chapter I start by providing background on video data properties and challenges. I then describe the design and implementation of Sprocket, in particular the pipeline programming model and support for data streaming and worker scheduling. Finally, I evaluate Sprocket’s performance from various perspectives, including where it spends its time executing pipeline operations, how it exploits parallelism and intrinsic properties of the processing video, how it meets streaming deadlines when generating output, the performance characteristics of a complex application, and how it compares to other general processing frameworks.

2.1 Background

Video data is one of the predominant forms of data in the world: 70% of consumer Internet traffic is compressed video content [17]. Video streaming service providers like YouTube and Netflix, and social networks like Facebook and Instagram, receive, edit, encode, and stream multiple TBs of video data every day. Processing video data, however, presents unique challenges due to its unique properties.

As 4K and VR videos become more common, the size of video files increase rapidly: 4K videos typically have a bit-rate of over 30 Mbps, and a 2-hour-long movie can be 30 GB in size. Even applying a simple transformation on these videos can take hours using a single machine. In production environments, the video processing pipeline can become very complicated. Some large-scale applications require hundreds of tasks to be executed. The efficient scheduling and execution of video processing pipelines becomes a challenging task in these systems. Sprocket’s use of a serverless framework allows for scheduling and processing to happen seamlessly and efficiently.

Working with the individual frames of a video is also no trivial matter. Since video encoding takes advantage of both spatial and temporal similarity for compression, individual
frames become dependent on other frames. The encoder thus inserts “keyframes” to allow for groups of pictures (GOP) to be independent of each other. This structure, however, results in individual frames being non-uniform in size, as shown in Figure 2.1, and thus can greatly affect the behavior of sending, storing, and computing on the data. Accessing frames within a GOP requires at least partial decoding of that segment of the video, since all but the initial frame in the GOP are encoded as differences from that primary image. As we will show, Sprocket not only handles this decode operation on behalf of application pipelines, but also uses the encoded video to enable its approach to straggler mitigation, described in Section 2.2.6.

The content of the video itself can also greatly affect the behavior of any video-processing system. For example, a system that is running face detection will inherently take more time on a video that has many faces, as opposed to no faces. Furthermore, some Sprocket pipelines contain data dependencies, in addition to higher-level control dependencies, that impose unique requirements on its scheduling approach, as described in the next section. Sprocket takes the content of the video into account by dynamically dedicating more serverless computing resources when processing certain scenes, as described in Section 2.2.5.

**Figure 2.1.** Frame sizes in a GOP.
Recent work has also specifically focused on video processing applications. ExCamera is a highly parallel video encoder that encodes small chunks of video in Lambda threads in parallel, ultimately stitching them together into a single final video file [31] (indeed, experience with Lambdas developing ExCamera convinced us of their viability for Sprocket). Other video analytic systems include VideoStorm, which focuses on querying characteristics of streamed live video content and the resource, quality, and delay tradeoffs of scheduling large numbers of queries on a cluster [94]. The Streaming Video Engine is Facebook’s framework for processing all user-supplied video content at scale, with a particular focus on reducing the latency of ingesting and re-encoding video content so that it can be shared with other users [40].

2.2 Sprocket design

Before describing the design of Sprocket, we first highlight two example scenarios of its use. First, imagine that a user has a video on their laptop that they are editing, and they wish to see a version of the video with a remapped set of colors. They invoke, either via a command-line tool or through an interface in their editing program, a Sprocket-based filter tool with the new color mapping. The video is uploaded to the cloud, and Sprocket applies the filter to the video and they are able to stream the updated version in their browser within a few seconds.

In a second example, imagine that a user is watching a two-hour long video of a school play, and wants to only watch the portions starring their child. They visit a web page, backed by Sprocket, that lets them submit a URL of the video, along with a URL of their child’s face, and within a few seconds they are able to stream an abbreviated version of the play in their browser featuring only those scenes starring their child.

2.2.1 Overview

Sprocket is a scalable video processing framework designed to transform a single video input according to a user-specified program. Users write these programs in a domain-specific language, described in Section 2.2.7, which is expressed as a dataflow graph. The dataflow graph
consists of vertices and edges, similar to other dataflow systems such as Tez [85]. Edges (which we also refer to as streams) convey data between vertices, in particular individual frames of video, groups of frames, or compressed segments of consecutive frames we call chunks. Vertices execute individual functions, specified by the user, on data that arrives at their input(s), emitting any resulting frames or chunks to the next part of the DAG via one or more output edges. We refer to a single DAG program as a pipeline, and refer to vertices in that DAG as pipeline stages.

The modular design of the pipeline and pipeline specification allows developers to build complex video processing systems with little effort. The simplicity of the interactions with the Lambda infrastructure greatly mitigate the management overhead.

In this section, we describe a set of example applications built on the Sprocket framework, highlighting underlying stage implementations used to build those applications. Developers can use these stages to build custom pipelines, and can also implement new stages to extend this set of functionality.

2.2.2 Application 1: Video filter

Our first application example is a pipeline that applies an image processing filter, drawn from those supported by the FFmpeg tool, to an entire video (Figure 2.2). This pipeline consists of three stages: Decode, Filter, and Encode. An input, which can be in the format of a video link (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.), a cloud-local file hosted on S3, or uploaded by the user, will be sent to multiple Lambda workers in parallel. Each worker will decode a chunk of video into a set of sequential frames. The Lambda worker then invokes FFmpeg on each frame. Lastly, each transformed frame will be encoded into an output format, either a single compressed file (e.g., via the Ex.Camera distributed encoder) or to multiple fixed-length chunks suitable for streaming via the MPEG-DASH [23] format.
Figure 2.2. Logical overview of the Video Filter pipeline.

Stage design

Sprocket will initially evaluate the input video type and handle initiating the parallel nature of the pipeline accordingly. For example, for a video URL input, Sprocket will broadcast the link to each of many parallel download-and-decode workers, along with video metadata and the number of frames assigned to each worker, so that those workers can download and begin processing the input video in parallel.

This Sprocket pipeline consists of three stages:

Decode: This stage decodes a specified chunk of input video into individual frames (in PNG format). Decode receives video metadata as input, along with the timestamp of where in the video to begin decoding, and how many frames to output to the downstream worker. After processing, the decode stage emits the decoded frames to the S3 intermediate storage system.

Filter: The Filter stage applies the FFmpeg binary to a chunk of frames. Filter is spawned directly after the Decode stage and receives metadata along with references to the location of the frames stored on intermediate storage. Filter collects the frames from S3 and applies one of its internal filters as specified in the pipeline’s pipespec configuration file, described later in Section 2.2.7.

Encode: This stage is responsible for encoding frames. Encode also uses FFmpeg, running in a different Lambda worker, which receives metadata along with references to the location of the frames in S3. Encode collects the frames from S3, encoding them using the specified encoder format, and finally writes them either in MPEG-DASH format or a single compressed output file generated by ExCamera. The final result is stored in S3.
2.2.3 Application 2: Facial Recognition

A second pipeline we describe implements facial recognition, which demonstrates a more sophisticated set of operations, including calling out to other cloud services to implement the facial recognition support (Figure 2.3). This pipeline takes an actor’s name and a reference video URL as input, and draws a box around the given actor’s face in all scenes of the video. This application could support the theatrical production motivating scenario presented earlier.

Stage design

The Facial Recognition pipeline consists of six stages: MatchFace, Decode, SceneChange, FacialRecognition, Draw, and Encode (Figure 2.3). At the beginning of the pipeline, an actor’s name, provided by the user, will be used to locate candidate images from a Web search for later use in facial recognition. In parallel, the provided input video URL is fetched and decoded into fixed-length chunks of frames, currently one second each. Workers in parallel will then run a scene change algorithm on each chunk of frames to bin them into separate scenes. For each set of chunks grouped in scenes, a worker will then run a facial recognition algorithm to determine if the target face is present in that scene. If a face is identified in the scene, the chunk of frames will have a bounding box drawn on all the frames at the appropriate position returned by the vision algorithm API, which is then sent downstream to the Encode stage. If no face is detected, then the group of chunks will be sent directly to Encode.

Along with the stages described in the previous section, the following stages are used in the Facial Recognition pipeline:

**MatchFace:** The MatchFace stage searches for a target image for the face of a person
whose name is specified as a parameter. Sprocket currently uses Amazon’s Rekognition API [76], but could also use other service offerings: Microsoft offers a computer vision API as part of its Cognitive Services cloud offering [65], and Google offers a cloud-hosted vision system for labeling and understanding images through its Google Cloud Vision API [34].

MatchFace invokes one of these third-party image search services (in our case Amazon Rekognition) to find the top-$k$ images returned given the provided name. The stage then iterates through the returned images and runs a face detection algorithm, via external API call, to determine whether the chosen target image contains a face. The first image to pass the facial detection algorithm becomes the selected target image. MatchFace then stores the selected image in S3 for eventual use by downstream stages. Unlike other stages, MatchFace itself does not emit any data directly to downstream stages.

**SceneChange**: The SceneChange stage detects scene changes in a set of decoded frames. It is invoked after the Decode stage, and is sent a reference to the decoded frames stored in S3. SceneChange collects the frames from S3 and, after detecting the scene change offsets (using an algorithm internal to FFmpeg), emits an event containing a list of these references to frames stored in S3, paired with a boolean value marking which frames serve as the boundaries of the scene change.

**FacialRecognition**: The FacialRecognition stage detects if a group of frames contains a target face (e.g., of the provided actor). The FacialRecognition stage is spawned once for every group of frames that make up one scene. We chose this design, rather than running on every frame in the scene, due to rate limits when invoking third-party recognition algorithms. FacialRecognition downloads the frames from S3 and calls the facial recognition algorithm once on every $n$ frames in the scene. The facial recognition algorithm returns whether or not the target image was detected in the frame, and a bounding box of the identified face in the original frame. If at least one frame in the scene is found to contain the target face, all frames in the scene are marked as having the target face. The stage then emits an event containing a list of references to the frame in S3 paired with a bounding box of the identified face. If no target face is identified,
FacialRecognition emits a list of frame references paired with empty bounding boxes.

**Draw:** The Draw stage draws a box at an arbitrary position in the frame, in this case provided as a bounding box around a recognized face. Draw is instantiated from the Facial-Recognition stage and only continues if a scene was labeled as containing a recognized face. Otherwise, draw automatically skips to its final state and sends references to the frames in S3 directly to the downstream stage. Draw only uses the dimensions from one bounded box to draw the same bounding box on all frames. Therefore, Draw assumes that there is little movement of faces in a single scene. We leave as future work interpolating the position of the box based on sampled points throughout the scene. Draw writes the new frames to S3 and emits an event containing a list of frame references.

An alternative version of a Facial Recognition pipeline can also choose to emit scenes that only contain the recognized face. In this case, the Draw stage would be replaced by a SceneKeep stage that only emits references to frames if a face is recognized. Otherwise, the stage will emit an empty list and those particular frames will never be encoded. SceneKeep would be employed to implement the version of the pipeline that edits out all scenes of a theatrical production that do not include a given actor (e.g., the user’s child).

**Calling external cloud services**

Calling an external API to run a facial recognition algorithm creates different challenges for Sprocket. The first is the additional latency of calling the external service that is beyond Sprocket’s control. The second is that Sprocket may encounter an API call throughput limit that slows down the execution time of stages. This execution latency increases as the parallelism of the pipeline increases, since more concurrent calls create a faster overload of the external API. To address this, Sprocket does two things. First, the facial recognition pipeline includes the scene detection stage, reducing the number of calls to the facial recognition API within one scene. Second, the pipeline has the option to use the streaming scheduler, described in more detail in Section 2.3.3, which adaptively calculates the minimum amount of Lambdas needed.
to meet a streaming deadline throughout execution. In this way, Sprocket limits the amount of concurrent API calls needed, thus avoiding API call throughput limits.

### 2.2.4 Invoking and managing Lambdas

The Sprocket Coordinator manages the system-wide “control plane,” managing the life-cycles of Lambda workers including spawning and tearing them down, and orchestrating the flow of data between workers via the intermediate data storage system. We implemented the Sprocket coordinator in Python, which runs either on a VM in the cloud or on the user’s computer. Amazon has since deployed *Step Functions* [83], which is a Lambda workflow management system that serves a similar purpose as our coordinator. Currently AWS Step Functions cannot implement Sprocket pipelines, since support for dynamic levels of parallelism in Step Functions is currently limited. It can scale the number of Lambdas based on an overall workload, but it is not evident how to scale individual stages based on dynamic load or resource optimizations at that stage. Figure 2.4 shows a detailed overview of the main components of our Python-based
coordinator design.

The coordinator maps the execution of one task within the Sprocket dataflow graph to a Lambda worker. An individual Lambda worker is invoked by receiving data on its inputs via the delivery function, which comes either from external input sources or from upstream workers via the intermediate storage system. In the AWS cloud, Lambda instances cannot establish direct network connections between each other, and so we convey all data from upstream workers to downstream workers through the intermediate store, in particular through S3. This approach has the added advantage of enabling the scheduler to decouple the execution lifetimes of upstream and downstream stages, enabling them to exist at disparate times. Although the rather heavy-weight S3 storage interface may seem like a potential performance bottleneck, Jonas et al. [44] have shown that it can scale to support thousands of clients without imposing significant performance penalties.

We indirectly control Lambda workers via a modified version of Mu [31], a framework for managing parallel execution of Lambda instances. The Coordinator sends invocation requests to the AWS API gateway to manage Lambda functions. Once the Lambda instance is started, it spawns a local daemon within the Lambda that establishes a connection back to the Coordinator so that the Coordinator can communicate with and manage them. Each Lambda worker is implemented as a state machine, and the particular state machine employed is sent through this interface. In this way, an individual Lambda does not yet know what role it will play in the overall pipeline until it has connected back to the coordinator to request further instructions. This approach has the potential benefit of reducing variance and stragglers.

The Coordinator and the Lambda workers interact with each other using asynchronous RPC. The Coordinator gives commands to the Lambda workers while the workers reply with status reports. The Coordinator treats the status reports as inputs to its internal DAG dataflow, enabling it to generate new states to send to Lambda workers to further process the overall pipeline. If the status report from a worker indicates an error in executing the most recent command, the coordinator can re-send the command to the worker or potentially spawn a new
worker to continue the execution of that task.

We extend Mu in several ways to support Sprocket’s design. Instead of batch-style invocation of Lambdas in Mu, we support dynamic creation of tasks during processing, and asynchronous messaging and data transfer among the Lambda workers. Moreover, Sprocket abstracts away from any particular serverless platform and can easily support other platforms such as Google Cloud Functions [33].

2.2.5 Pipeline scheduling

Managing on-demand Lambdas

Sprocket’s dataflow scheduler relies on the stateless nature of AWS Lambda functions. Generally, a cluster or job scheduler will allocate a large set of resources in advance, and then manage that pool of resources over time across a large number of jobs. For example, Mesos [39] manages resources among frameworks, with each having their own scheduler to further manage resources among applications and tasks. Because Sprocket is targeting a serverless cloud environment, the Sprocket scheduler can allocate and deallocate Lambda resources on fine-grained timescales, rather than all at once at system start time. The cloud provider is then responsible for managing that pool of resources.

The primary resource limit that Sprocket faces is a concurrency limit imposed by the provider, which bounds per account the number of Lambda workers that can run concurrently, as well as the rate at which new Lambda workers can be spawned. In this work, we focus on applying Sprocket to a single instance of a single pipeline, and so assume that it can freely use resources up to the account-wide concurrency limit.

When the demand for concurrent workers is within the concurrency limit set by the provider, scheduling is straightforward: any requested task will immediately trigger an invocation of a worker and begin its processing after the worker is launched. We have observed that the vast majority of Lambda workers launch with subsecond latency. In terms of responsiveness, we therefore treat the workers as a homogeneous resource.
When the demand for Lambda workers exceeds the concurrency limit, such as when processing a long video or processing a very deep pipeline, some tasks have to be deferred and scheduled later. Clients can specify which scheduling policy to use, either optimizing for the lowest overall execution time, or optimizing to prioritize earlier frames for streaming results. The “overall time” strategy minimizes the overall job time by increasing the parallelism of each stage and making sure the task is utilizing the most available Lambda workers. The “time to first frame” strategy identifies the tasks that are on the critical path of the eventual output’s frame presentation time (the time at which an output frame will be displayed), and assigns these tasks higher scheduling priorities.

**Optimizing for streaming**

Sprocket’s ability to seamlessly allocate and deallocate resources also allows it to change its scheduling behavior in real time, based on the pattern of the current job. Concretely, Sprocket’s streaming scheduler continuously keeps track of the amount of time it is taking to process the current frames to determine if it will meet the streaming deadline. If Sprocket is currently ahead of schedule, the streaming scheduler will speculatively put the current pipeline to sleep for the number of seconds nearly equivalent to the difference between the streaming deadline and the current execution time. Putting the executing pipeline to sleep not only optimizes for use of minimum Lambda resources, as the number of new Lambda invocations drops down to zero for the current pipeline, but also lends itself well to achieving load balancing so a simultaneous different pipeline can be run on sprocket. Section 2.3.3 evaluates Sprocket’s streaming performance.

**Supporting complex dependencies**

Depending on the complexity of the implementation of a vertex in a given dataflow DAG, it is not always straightforward for the scheduler to know when to execute that stage. Indeed, there may exist dependencies across a stage’s input that depend on other parts of the
DAG. To capture these dependencies, Sprocket defines a *delivery function* for every stage which specifies the dependencies on its inputs. It is the responsibility of the Sprocket framework, not the implementer of the stage, to manage and satisfy these dependencies. Managing the dependencies and scheduling of inputs to continuous query and dataflow systems is a well-studied problem in a number of domains, and Sprocket’s delivery functions might benefit from further development (e.g., “moments of symmetry” and “synchronization barriers” as described by Avnur and Hellerstein [10]).

In a video pipeline, the most basic dependency is one-to-one: the output from an upstream worker is only processed by a single downstream worker, and the downstream worker only needs the output from a single upstream worker. An example of this dependency is a pipeline that takes a chunk of video as an input, decodes that chunk into a sequence of individual frames, applies a filter to that frame set (e.g., color modification), and then encodes the frames back into a compressed chunk. In this simple example, a downstream worker only needs one input event: once an input is ready, the task can be run immediately.

**Customizing delivery functions**

An example of a pipeline with complex dependencies is the blend application which superimposes the content of two videos. This blend application might serve as one component of a multi-step “green screen” application which replaces regions of an image of a certain color with a separate live video stream. This application includes two parallel decode stages, each of which converts the input video into individual frames. The next stage is a “blend” node, which needs to overlay each frame of one video with the corresponding frame from the other. An example of this pipeline can be seen in Figure 2.5.

For the blend application to work, it needs simultaneous access to corresponding frames. We define a *pair delivery function* that is used to capture this dependency. The “pair” delivery function ensures that frame number *i* from one video is delivered to the blend stage simultaneously with frame *i* from the other video. In other words, the delivery function has to wait for both
upstream stages to have generated a set of continuous frames bearing the same presentation timestamps (“pts”), which are used to match up the frames from the two input sources. Once such a pairing occurs, the delivery function will deliver the merged input to the downstream worker as an atomic unit to the encode stage. The encode stage then gathers a set of frames before encoding them into a single compressed output video. A delivery function specific to the encoder ensures that it receives the correct number of frames and ensures that they are consecutive and in order.

Delivery functions can also be used to mitigate challenges of complex pipelines. For example, the Facial Recognition pipeline can incur new scheduling challenges based on the properties of the input data. Stragglers might arise, not just based on performance variation within the cloud platform (e.g., a slow Lambda worker), but rather as a data-dependent result of whether or not a given frame contains a face, as has been reported in other contexts [54]. Scenes with recognized faces must eventually go through the Draw stage, thereby unavoidably taking a longer time to complete. Customizing different delivery functions can help address the recognized face straggler problem.

One way to mitigate the recognized face stragglers is to create a delivery function that has the capability to split up the delivery of downstream events based on cut-off markers provided.
by the upstream stage. With this design, the FacialRecognition stage is able to request the next downstream stage, Draw, to receive only one frame per worker. By dedicating one Lambda worker per frame, the Draw stage completes almost instantly and takes minimal overhead compared to the rest of the pipeline. Other techniques for straggler [6, 93] and skew mitigation [4, 53, 55], drawn from the database and distributed systems literature, could be employed as well.

**Partition function comparison**

The delivery function serves a similar role as partition functions in Hadoop and Spark, which determine how the system re-distributes data from upstream to downstream elements, ensuring that the partitioning satisfies data dependency requirements, including avoiding skew in the workload distribution. However, the main difference between Sprocket delivery functions and these other partition functions is that, in Hadoop and Spark, they are serialization points in the pipeline: the respective worker will have to wait for all the input data to be ready to apply a partition function to further send the resulting data downstream. The delivery functions in Sprocket, however, deliver whatever work is available, which is particularly useful when processing video. As long as there exists *some* inputs to a stage that satisfy the data dependency requirements, the delivery function will ensure that the downstream worker is invoked with work to do.

### 2.2.6 Straggler mitigation

In a pipeline that consists of a large number of workers, stragglers are likely to happen. For example, I/O, CPU scheduling, hardware malfunction and non-deterministic programs can significantly slow down one or more workers. For video applications, it is common for a single worker to have a “wide dependency” of subsequent frames, i.e., many downstream tasks depending on that worker’s output, thus stalling the entire pipeline. Such events can directly impact user experiences, such as forcing the user to wait for the streaming of a particular chunk.

Speculative execution [24, 93] is widely used to tackle stragglers. When the framework
detects which workers are slower, it duplicates the worker’s tasks to other nodes. However, by the time a straggler is detected and the speculative task is launched, it may already be too late to mitigate the straggler. To deal with this problem, proactively cloning tasks [5] can be used. However, this approach requires sending extra copies of input data to the workers and may potentially cause resource contention.

In Sprocket, we combine the two approaches, while avoiding the disadvantages of both, by exploiting the characteristics of input video chunks. Concretely, with straggler mitigation, we choose to use input video chunks that decode into a group of pictures (GOP) that is twice as long than the usual chosen length (e.g., a two-second chunk instead of the usual one-second chunk). Sprocket then sends both seconds of the chunk to the worker dedicated to processing the first second of the GOP, and the worker dedicated to processing the second second of the GOP. We call both workers a “pair”. A worker first processes its assigned part of the GOP. After it finishes, it checks if the other worker in the pair is finished. If not, it continues to work on the other worker’s part of the GOP, which in effect becomes speculative execution. Because the other worker’s data is already there, speculative execution can be conducted efficiently.

Although workers in a pair have identical data, we are not doubling the total amount of data transferred. As seen in Figure 2.1, the second half of a GOP is smaller in size due to the absence of the key frame. We calculate that, in total, the extra data sent is less than a quarter of the original data.

2.2.7 Programming Sprocket applications

Sprocket programmers construct pipelines using a domain-specific pipeline specification language. In a pipeline specification (“pipespec”), a user first specifies the set of stages making up the pipeline, and then they specify the directed edges that connect those stages. Each edge must connect an upstream endpoint to a downstream endpoint, except for input/output endpoints that represent external sources and sinks of video to the pipeline.

The pipespec allows for individual stages to be parameterized with stage-specific pa-
rameters (e.g., target bit-rate parameter of an encoding stage), system-wide parameters (e.g., which Lambda function should be used to implement a stage), and additional data dependency information (Section 2.2.5). Similarly, edges can be parameterized to provide context and directives, e.g., how to convey data through the intermediate storage system to downstream stages or optimizations for interacting with stable storage such as S3.

Below is an example pipespec for a sample “blend” application, described in Section 2.2.5 which superimposes the content of two videos.

```json
{
    "nodes": [
        {
            "name": "decode_0",
            "stage": "decode"
        },
        {
            "name": "decode_1",
            "stage": "decode"
        },
        {
            "name": "blend",
            "stage": "blend",
            "delivery_function": "pair_delivery_func"
        },
        {
            "name": "encode",
            "stage": "encode"
        }
    ],
    "streams": [
        {
            "src": "input_0:chunks",
            "dst": "decode_0:chunks"
        },
        {
            "src": "input_1:chunks",
            "dst": "decode_1:chunks"
        }
    ]
}
```
Listing 2.1. The Blend pipespec example. Note that input_0 and output_0 are bound to runtime parameters.

Edges include a source and a destination which specify upstream and downstream endpoints, respectively. An endpoint is defined by a stage name and an edge identifier within the stage, separated by a colon. In this way a stage can specify multiple streams that connect to it, providing broadcast/multicast semantics. The prefix of the edge identifier also implicitly indicates the data type of the stream: only matched data types can be sent through it, and the source and destination types have to match.

2.3 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate Sprocket’s behavior from various perspectives, including where it spends its time executing pipeline operations, how it exploits parallelism, how it meets streaming deadlines when generating output, the performance characteristics of a complex application, and how it compares to other general processing frameworks. We execute Sprocket
Table 2.1. Details of input videos used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>FPS</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EARTH [28]</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>1080p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNTHETIC EARTH</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Uniform 1 second chunks from Earth</td>
<td>1080p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINTEL [80]</td>
<td>14 min 48 sec</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Animation/Action</td>
<td>1080p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEARS OF STEEL [84]</td>
<td>12 min 14 sec</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Action/Science Fiction</td>
<td>1080p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE [67]</td>
<td>60 sec</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Trailer/Contains no faces</td>
<td>720p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVENGERS TRAILER [9]</td>
<td>35 sec</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Trailer/Action/Contains faces</td>
<td>720p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVIEW [18]</td>
<td>45 sec</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Interview/Contains faces</td>
<td>720p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using the Lambda service in AWS’s North Virginia region (us-east-1). The Lambda instances use 3GB of memory, and the Coordinator runs on an AWS EC2 c5.xlarge instance. Table 2.1 shows the properties of the test videos we use.

In general, the results we report in this section use “warm” Lambda instances, which do not include the delays for creating a new container, initializing the runtime, etc. The benefits of warm Lambdas are well known in the community (e.g., [90]) because they reduce Lambda creation delays considerably: in our experience, the time to invoke 1,000 cold Lambdas is on the order of 6 seconds, while the time to invoke 1,000 warm Lambdas is an order of magnitude less at 600 ms. We report results with warm Lambdas because we expect them to be a reasonably common case; our experience is that warm Lambdas are cached for at least 15 mins, and often much longer (if a VM has at least one active instance, [90] reports 27 mins, and 1–3 hours).

2.3.1 Time breakdown

First we show where Sprocket workers spend their time when executing pipeline operations. Figure 2.6 shows the execution times for 734 workers performing a simple operation on the TEARS OF STEEL video (Table 2.1). Each worker operates on a one-second chunk of video, reading and decoding it in one stage, converting it from color to grayscale using FFmpeg in a second stage, and then encoding and writing it back to S3 as the final stage. Each bar in the graph shows the total execution time for the worker, and the bar breaks down the time into processing (encode, grayscale, decode), accessing video chunks from storage (each stage reads
and writes to S3), and any waiting time.

For this pipeline, overall execution time is split roughly evenly as follows: across all of the workers, on average 34.7% of time is spent encoding and decoding, 30.4% is spent grayscaling, and 27.6% of time is spent reading and writing to S3, while the remaining 7.3% is spent waiting for the creation and initialization of the workers. There is much variation among workers, but the variation is primarily due to the nature of the video input: chunks of video that contain less data (are more compressible) take less time to process and read/write to S3.

### 2.3.2 Burst parallelism

A key benefit of using serverless cloud infrastructure is the opportunity for inexpensive burst parallelism. For short periods of time, users can inexpensively launch computationally intensive jobs that exploit large-scale parallelism. We show how Sprocket takes advantage of this opportunity with an experiment that processes jobs in constant time for inputs that do not exceed the parallelism limits of the underlying infrastructure. Figure 2.7 shows the completion times of Sprocket executing the grayscale pipeline as a function of video length for four videos. In this experiment, we scale the number of workers with the length of input video. Each worker

---

**Figure 2.6.** Execution time breakdown running the grayscale pipeline on the *TEARS OF STEEL* video.
Figure 2.7. Matching Lambda parallelism to video length.

processes one second of video, and the x-axis shows the length of input video and hence number of workers used (e.g., 600 workers process the first 600 seconds of video). We show curves up to 1,000 workers (the limit of parallelism that we reliably and consistently extract from AWS), unless the video length is less than 1000 seconds. We measure both the job completion time (total) and the time 99% tasks finish (99th percentile). Each point corresponds to the average of five runs, and the error bars show the minimum and maximum values.

For the SYNTHETIC video, in which every chunk has the same content, Sprocket achieves constant execution time until 800 workers, where times increase slightly due to slight resource contention on S3 accesses. For the EARTH video, the time increase from 200 to 400 workers is caused by data size increases in the video content, since the first few minutes of the EARTH video are highly compressible. In SINTER, the increased processing time near the end of the video is caused by more data variance near the final stage of the movie. TEARS OF STEEL has more data variance among chunks than other videos throughout the movie, so the distance between total time and 99th percentile is larger.
2.3.3 Streaming

In previous experiments we used Sprocket as a batch system focusing on completion time for the entire video. But we designed Sprocket to operate equally well as a streaming system. In this mode, once Sprocket finishes processing the first result frame, users can start to stream the video. Recall from Section 5.3 that workers encode video chunks into standalone DASH segments. As a result, even if a video is hours in length it does not need to be serialized into a single final video file before viewing. Sprocket is also able to handle streaming input, thus being able to process input video that is most recent. Hence, streaming is seamless as long as Sprocket processes and delivers subsequent video chunks in time.

To demonstrate this behavior, we execute the grayscale pipeline on the first hour of the EARTH video. Figure 2.8 shows the completion time of each worker and its chunk of video for the variable amount of workers determined by the streaming scheduler (Section 2.2.5) for 1,000 workers and for 20 workers. The dashed line corresponds to the deadline that Sprocket needs to meet for seamless streaming. The line starts at the completion time of the first chunk since users have to wait for Sprocket to process it. But once started, Sprocket can easily meet the deadline for the remainder of the video.

The inset graph zooms in to the first 100 seconds of video, clearly showing stairstep...
behavior for both the 20-worker and streaming scheduler configuration. Each step corresponds to one wave of \( n \) workers executing in parallel, and zooming into the graph shows the steady and stable performance over time as waves of workers process the video.

### 2.3.4 A complex pipeline

Sprocket’s behavior is highly dependent on the properties of the input video. Straightforward filters or transformations of video chunks perform the same work on each frame. The behavior of a more complex pipeline that recognizes and draws a box around a given actor’s face, however, greatly depends on whether the input video contains a face, and whether that face is the one being queried. To demonstrate, we run the FacialRecognition pipeline on the \textsc{Nature} and \textsc{Interview} videos (we use these short videos due to rate limits of Amazon’s Rekognition API, as discussed in Section 2.2.3).

Figure 2.9 illustrates the bimodal execution times of the pipeline’s Lambda workers in the FacialRecognition stage, depending upon the presence of a face in a given frame. Lambda workers processing the \textsc{Nature} video, which has no faces, take between 1.5 and 4 seconds to complete the FacialRecognition stage. This execution time consists of the time it takes to invoke Amazon Rekognition to detect any faces present. Since no input frames contain faces, the stage
passes along the frames immediately. For the INTERVIEW video, all the frames have faces, so the Lambda workers will experience increased execution times. When Rekognition does detect a face in a frame, it makes a second API call to compare the detected face with the target face. This second call adds another 1.5 to 3.5 seconds of execution time, resulting in the bimodal execution times. For this experiment, the total execution time for the 60-second NATURE video with no faces was 32 seconds, and the execution time for the 45-second INTERVIEW video with faces was 45 seconds.

### 2.3.5 Straggler mitigation

We evaluate the straggler mitigation strategy in the decode stage of the FacialRecognition pipeline. In the FacialRecognition pipeline, there is a serialization point between two stages, causing the delay of a single chunk to delay all later chunks.

We measure the pipeline performance without straggler mitigation, with a simple cloning strategy, and with Sprocket’s straggler mitigation strategy (Section 2.2.6) for comparison. The cloning strategy duplicates each task, and when a task finishes the decoding process, it sends a message to terminate the other task. Since it is difficult to create reproducible straggler situations when using AWS organically, we instead emulate stragglers by forcing a particular task to sleep for 30 seconds before decoding. As shown in Figure 2.10, if there is no straggler mitigation, a straggler in this pipeline can delay the delivery of many chunks. When using cloning or Sprocket’s straggler mitigation, though, the delay is nearly reduced to the expected time to process a chunk.

Both task cloning and Sprocket’s straggler mitigation removed the effects of the straggler. But they have different costs: task cloning performs much more redundant work than Sprocket’s approach. Table 2.2 presents the total Lambda time in the decode stage under the different strategies, averaged across five runs.

As explained in Section 2.2.6, after a worker finishes processing its own part of the GOP, it continues to work on the other worker’s part of the GOP if the pair’s work is not finished. In the
**Figure 2.10.** Comparison of chunk delivery time with various straggler mitigation strategies.

**Table 2.2.** Total Lambda running time and standard deviation in the Decode stage under different straggler mitigation strategies. The higher Lambda run times for cloning results in higher costs compared with Sprocket’s strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Straggler (sec)</th>
<th>Straggler (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Mitigation</td>
<td>181.05±6.17</td>
<td>218.58±15.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloning</td>
<td>259.54±8.23</td>
<td>252.17±3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprocket</td>
<td>184.25±5.75</td>
<td>191.77±6.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case that there is no straggler, this strategy only creates little extra Lambda running time, because the finish time for two workers in the same GOP is often very close. Once speculative execution finishes, the worker sends a notification to the straggler worker to terminate it immediately. In terms of cost, the slight difference in extra Lambda running time causes a negligible difference in extra costs. Although the cloning strategy duplicates each task, it does not double the total Lambda running time when there is no straggler — it costs only 41% more Lambda running time compared to no mitigation or Sprocket’s approach.

The reason is twofold. First, once the faster task finishes the decoding task, it sends a stop message to the slower duplicated task, and the slower task can immediately stop what it has been doing and skip writing to S3. As a result, writing output data to S3 is never duplicated.
Second, there is an inherent advantage of cloning — the faster decode time of the two tasks decides the average decode time. The cloning strategy also has a faster average task time, but it requires more concurrent Lambda workers, and thus more total Lambda running time. Sprocket’s straggler mitigation is almost as effective as cloning the tasks, yet cloning costs 41% more Lambda running time than Sprocket when there is no straggler, and around 31% when there is one.

### 2.3.6 Alternatives

The rise in data processing requirements has led to the development of a number of parallel data processing frameworks. Tools such as MapReduce [24], Hadoop [37], and Spark [82] have become essential components for many organizations processing large volumes of semi-structured, primarily textual data. A number of distributed-computing frameworks, such as Dryad [42], Apache Tez [85], Apache Kafka [47], and Hyracks [12] further implement pipeline-oriented computation and support arbitrary DAG-structured computation, with data passed along edges in a computation graph. These environments are particularly beneficial when they can amortize their resource footprint over a large number of user requests, enabling increased resource efficiency and job throughput via optimized resource allocation, assignment, and scheduling decisions (e.g., [39, 92]).

Sprocket, however, focuses instead on individual users who want to submit a single job to the cloud, and thus cannot amortize the resource footprint of any acquired resources over anything else. We would like to enable these users to program their video processing application independently, without requiring major providers to implement their desired functionality. As a result, we focus on serverless cloud environments which are well-suited to this deployment scenario. The ability to have near-instant, extremely bursty parallelism on demand is a compelling alternative to requiring a traditional, dedicated cluster-based approach. The on-demand nature of cloud serverless infrastructure allows any user to run jobs consisting of thousands of parallel executions for short periods of time at low cost, even for a single job.
Cloud providers do provide elastic offerings of more established parallel data processing systems such as Hadoop and Spark, but they are not a good match for Sprocket’s goals. In terms of responsiveness, allocating and provisioning clusters potentially takes minutes before the new cluster can begin accepting jobs. Processing video with even simple transformations often does not involve any reduction in the data (input and output sizes are similar); efficiencies afforded by reductions in MapReduce-style computations do not apply to a wide range of video processing tasks.

To make this argument more concrete, we perform a simple experiment to illustrate the performance of a simple video processing application on Amazon’s EMR Spark, an EC2 instance, and Sprocket. We use the EARTH video as input, segmented into two-second video chunks, and performed a simple grayscale operation using the FFmpeg tool in all frameworks. The Spark implementation used an 18-node cluster, with each node processing a partitioned set of video chunks into resulting mp4 output files. The EC2 implementation executed a batch script running 64 FFmpeg processes in parallel on an m4.16xlarge instance, which has 64 virtual cores and 256 GiB of memory. Sprocket used a filter pipeline (Section 2.2.2) executing a variable number of Amazon Lambdas, one per chunk, using up to 1,000 instances. Intermediate data was stored locally and the final output written to S3.

Figure 2.11 shows the execution time of the application on each platform as a function of video length. For Spark we show two lines, one including the time to provision and bootstrap the resources on AWS, and the other with just the application time after the cluster is ready. The Sprocket curve represents using either “cold” or “warm” Lambdas; the difference between the two is so small at these time scales that having separate curves would just overlap each other. Our goal is not to present this experiment as a “bakeoff” among the most optimized versions possible, but to illustrate the benefits of using serverless infrastructure for a single job. In particular, the startup time of provisioning cluster resources is significant in existing commercial offerings, which Sprocket avoids using the on-demand nature of Lambdas. (There are monetary advantages as well: the computation costs for a 30-minute video using the Local Script, Spark Warm, and
Sprocket were $2.38, $1.42, $0.63, respectively.)

2.4 Conclusion

Sprocket is a parallel data processing framework for video content that uses serverless cloud infrastructure to achieve low latency and high parallelism. Sprocket applications can range from traditional video processing tasks, such as filters and other transformations, to more advanced operations such as facial recognition. Applications consist of a familiar DAG in which vertices execute modular user-defined functions on video frames, and frame data flows along the edges connecting the outputs and inputs of vertices in the graph. Sprocket targets serverless cloud infrastructure such as Amazon Lambda as the execution environment. As a result, Sprocket does not require dedicated infrastructure, can take advantage of the massive parallelism supported by underlying container-based virtualization, and can launch applications on-demand with minimal startup delay. Sprocket is an instance of GPSL model, which uses large amounts of serverless instances for parallel processing. The feasibility of GPSL model is proved by Sprocket as well as related systems like ExCamera, gg, and PyWren. The limitations of current serverless offerings including lack of direct networking support and cold start latency lead to the systems that will be
described in later chapters.
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Chapter 3

Particle: Ephemeral Endpoints for Serverless Networking

In the previous chapter, I described Sprocket, an application framework for video processing pipelines on serverless. As a system in the GPSL model, Sprocket not only demonstrates the feasibility of the GPSL model, but also sheds light on limitations of existing serverless computing. Solving these problems can further improve the efficiency, practicability, and ease of implementation of GPSL applications. In this chapter, I focus on solving one of the problems: the lack of direct networking support in existing serverless infrastructure. In particular, I study the networking layer underpinning serverless platforms, which is particularly inefficient for applications that use hundreds of concurrent serverless functions to complete complex tasks, a model we called burst parallel. In lieu of native peer-to-peer networking capabilities on serverless platforms, communication among serverless instances must coordinate through external intermediate storage [7, 30, 31, 50]. This workaround has been widely used thus far, but is ad-hoc, application-specific, requires additional infrastructure services, and complicates user code. These drawbacks are an impediment to efficiently supporting a wider range of GPSL applications, which requires inter-instance communications. Examples of such communication are the “shuffle” phase in MapReduce-like applications [24, 74], message passing in typical scientific computing applications [35], and vertex traversals in communication graphs of dataflow systems [42, 66, 82].
While none of the major cloud providers today have burst-parallel optimized networking capabilities, enabling this kind of peer-to-peer networking has been of increasing interest in industry [87] and academia [45]. Two workarounds have been proposed, namely NAT hole punching and overlay networking, yet both have versatility and performance drawbacks.

In this chapter I characterize existing network approaches for serverless and propose an optimized network stack, Particle, to reduce network overhead when setting up networks for burst-parallel serverless jobs. Particle’s key insight is that the network underpinning a burst-parallel job need not provide isolation between a user’s containers, only between containers of different users. This trade-off is similar to why threads are more efficient to create as compared to processes, due to the difference in inter-thread isolation guarantees. I show that Particle can support a number of different GPSL applications, making GPSL more practical and efficient.

3.1 Background and Motivation

Much effort on serverless systems has focused on container startup time separate from the role of the network for interfunction communication. As serverless evolves from independent single functions to coordinated burst-parallel applications, fast, versatile, and scalable network creation becomes increasingly critical to satisfy the bursty nature of this application class.

VXLAN-based overlay networks such as Weave, Linux Overlay, and Docker Swarm were designed to accommodate the versatility and scalability requirements of modern datacenter networks, but their implementation is tailored to support tens of strictly isolated long-running connections rather than thousands of short-running ones.

We describe the underlying mechanism for how overlay networks are architected today and benchmark each piece of overlay network creation at both the application level and kernel level. Our primary finding is that the overlay data plane interacts with containers in a way that introduces severe latency issues for many VXLAN-based overlays — an issue that is exacerbated when interconnecting hundreds of serverless functions. Fortunately, such a bottleneck provides
the opportunity for addressing the problem in a portable and general manner.

Containerization is the most common isolation mechanism in serverless platforms and is used by Google Function, IBM OpenWhisk, and Azure Functions. Therefore we focus the rest of the chapter on containers as an execution platform.

### 3.1.1 Overlay Data and Control Planes

The underlying technology that enables overlays is the VXLAN protocol. VXLAN is an encapsulation protocol that wraps packets from a container group with unique identifiers (VNIs) that allow communication without compromising isolation. Devices connected in this way then form an overlay network. An overlay network consists of two distinct parts, the control plane and the data plane. The control plane is an in-network service that exists to manage overlay networks across multiple tenants. These connections are initiated by the data plane within each host. The data plane, unlike the control plane, exists only as long as the serverless application. It is responsible for forwarding data to the correct containers based on VNI, IP, and MAC address.

The VXLAN data plane requires each host to have a VXLAN Tunnel Endpoint (VTEP) that is responsible for VXLAN termination and encapsulation. When a packet is sent from one container to another using VXLAN, the VTEP on the host encapsulates the original Ethernet frame from the container with a VXLAN header. The encapsulated packet in turn is sent out of the host with an outer IP and MAC header. When another container receives the packet, the VTEP on the receiver side looks at the VNI and inner MAC addresses and delivers the payload to the appropriate container.

Overlay networks also require a control plane to manage VTEP routing information. The control plane keeps a mapping of host VTEPs, VNIs, and container MAC addresses. When a container on one host sends data to a container on a different host, the VTEP encapsulates the packet with the VNI and checks locally if the routing information exists. If it does not, the control plane is probed and then the packet is routed with the new route. Control plane implementations are diverse, with some using virtual routers [91], gossip protocols [25], BGP [14], and KV-
The glue that holds both of these network planes together is the network namespace. The Linux network namespace mechanism creates new logical network stacks in the kernel that each have their own network devices, neighbor and routing tables, /proc/net directories, and other network stack state. A network namespace is created by calling `unshare` or `clone` with a `CLONE_NEWNET` flag depending on the implementation. In the context of the overlay, the Virtual Ethernet devices (VETH) are used as endpoints that then connect namespaces together and can be configured to have MAC and IP addresses.

Overheads with respect to the data plane are a function of setting up namespaces, while overheads in the control plane are a function of setting up routes. To understand which of these place a larger burden on the application we perform a scalability analysis for both.

### 3.1.2 Performance Bottlenecks

We aim to understand overlay performance bottlenecks without being tied to any specific overlay approach. To this end, we avoid using proprietary software for these microbenchmarks when possible and build our overlay network using native Linux commands to manage the data and control planes. To ground our understanding of system overheads, we carried out a small microbenchmark. This experiment ran on Amazon AWS, using c5.4xlarge machines with Ubuntu 18.04 on Linux kernel 5.0.0-1004. We created a fully functional overlay network using the BGP-based Quagga EVPN [8] as the virtual router and the Linux native `iproute2` v5.2.0 [41] to manage Docker containers and namespaces.

**Scaling Node Counts:**

We first determine whether adding more nodes to an existing overlay network slows down the control plane. To answer this question, we first launched a 100-container cluster and created an overlay network interconnecting the containers on each node. We varied the number of nodes and recorded when new routes were added. Table 3.1 summarizes our observations,
Table 3.1. Scaling Up Nodes: End-to-end startup time remains relatively constant when increasing numbers of nodes while keeping the number of connections per node constant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Connections / Nodes</th>
<th>Connection Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101 / 1</td>
<td>15.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404 / 4</td>
<td>15.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1616 / 16</td>
<td>15.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Scaling Up Connections Per Node: In contrast to Table 3.1, increasing the number of connections/namespaces on a single node scales poorly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Connections</th>
<th>Namespace Setup Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>38.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>119.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

showing the time required to start a Docker container, initiate the data plane, connect to the control plane, and send data to a given receiver node. To increase the load on the BGP-based control plane, we scale up the number of nodes (and thus endpoints that connect to the control plane). The number of containers per host remains the same but the number that needs to be connected increases linearly until 1600 containers are networked. The extra connections are ones between VTEPs.

**Takeaway:** On 16 nodes the performance impact from the control plane is negligible and within the margin of error at this observed scale. We will show that this outcome is not the case for the data plane.

**Increasing Connections On A Single Node:**

Next we characterize the impact on data plane performance and scalability of adding containers to an overlay network. We create a single overlay network on a node and connect it to the control plane, varying the number of network namespaces added to this overlay. We focus our analysis on the overhead of the network namespaces themselves, rather than on container creation time.
Table 3.2 shows that the overall time increases linearly with the number of namespaces attached to the overlay (unlike what we observed with the control plane). Note that we show only the time to instantiate the network data plane. We measure scalability by varying the number of namespaces attached to this overlay network. We observe that the majority of the time is spent in the kernel.

**Takeaway:** Table 3.1 shows that end-to-end startup takes 15.74 seconds with 100 containers on one node. Table 3.2 shows that most of this time goes to networking the namespace together, more than 60% of the end-to-end startup time. As the number of network namespaces increases, so does the setup penalty. This lack of scalability is a major bottleneck for burst-parallel deployments on serverless.

### 3.1.3 The Role of Network Namespaces

Figure 3.1 illustrates the steps involved in adding a new network namespace to an overlay network. This process is similar for all overlay network software using a VXLAN-based overlay.

Initially the host instantiates a control plane namespace for the VTEP and the host’s standard network namespace. First, we create a new guest network namespace. Next, we create a pair of VETH devices in the host namespace. From the host namespace, we place these VETH devices into the network namespace for the control plane and guest namespace. We then tether the local VETH with the VTEP’s VXLAN and bridge interface, and turn up the local and guest interfaces. Finally, we establish a connection to the VTEP by setting an IP and MAC for the guest network namespace. At this point the guest is connected to the overlay and all data will transfer through the appropriate VNI. These steps are repeated for each new guest in the overlay network.

We further breakdown data plane creation by instrumenting the steps from Figure 3.1 with eBPF [61], and report relative and absolute times for connecting 100 network namespaces to the overlay. Table 3.3 breaks down execution time across the steps shown in Figure 3.1. Most of the time is spent in two steps, S3 and S4, and a negligible amount in others. While most of
Figure 3.1. Creating a new network interface for the overlay dataplane involves a sequence of operations that are repeated for each new container. We refer to the network namespace as “netns”. Initially only the VTEP, which communicates with the control plane, exists. BR is the bridge interface and VXL is the VXLAN interface attached to the bridge.
Table 3.3. Breakdown of the steps in Figure 3.1 for the overlay data plane for 100 network namespaces. Most time is spent moving VETH devices between namespaces (steps S3 and S4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>47.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>43.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the other steps from Figure 3.1 either configure a VETH device or create a new one, S3 and S4 are the only ones that perform a namespace crossing and move a network interface, the VETH. The local VETH device is moved from the host network namespace into the control plane network namespace and the guest VETH is moved from the host network namespace into the guest network namespace.

Moving VETH devices is inherently expensive because the `dev_change_net_namespace` kernel routine performs a long-running task to ensure that the VETH device is safely moved while holding the `rtnetlink` semaphore. When a move is initiated, the kernel first informs all devices on the notifier chain that the VETH is being unregistered. Next, it removes the VETH device handle from the host namespace and flushes old configurations. Finally, it updates the VETH data structure to point to the new namespace, and informs the namespace and notifier chain that the device is live.

In terms of scalability, when more guests are added to the overlay each of these six steps are repeated, resulting in three different `unshare` calls and two namespace moves per container. This overhead accounts for the linear increase in time in Table 3.2. A design for a burst-parallel overlay network needs to address both the scalability and performance challenges.

### 3.1.4 Challenges of Existing Approaches

Table 3.4 compares the capabilities and challenges for different serverless networking options. Any serverless networking approach must be suitable for a bursty low latency multi-
Table 3.4. Comparison of capabilities and challenges for different serverless networking options:

A serverless network solution must be suitable for a bursty low latency multi-tenant environment. Serverless systems must also be able to work with Layer-3 connectivity and provide a per function IP for direct interfunction communication [90]. Today’s overlay networks have the appropriate control plane mechanisms for serverless environments but have high network startup latency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serverless Networks</th>
<th>Isolated</th>
<th>Low Latency</th>
<th>IP Addressable</th>
<th>L3 Solution</th>
<th>Connection Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAT Hole Punching</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>Point-to-point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kubernetes Pods</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>Port multiplexing and volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docker Host Networking</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>Direct IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlay Network</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>Direct IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>Direct IP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tenant environment and make minimum assumptions about the network and application layer. Additionally, based on previous work [71, 87, 90], serverless systems must also be able to work with Layer-3 connectivity, as nodes hosting lambda functions are not always Layer-2 adjacent.

Overlay networks are attractive because they fulfill most of the requirements, but current implementations have significant performance overheads. Container orchestrators such as Kubernetes use pods to consolidate containers under a single namespace with one routable IP per pod because of the “one-container-per-pod” commonly-used design pattern [69]. This approach potentially has higher startup latency as each pod starts a container, a network namespace, and a pause container. If we use hundreds of containers per pod to avoid this overhead, each container will need to communicate through application-managed port multiplexing or by creating a volume in the pod for containers to share. From a developer standpoint, changing applications to have port multiplexing logic and manage per-pod databases with related application logic incurs significant engineering costs.

Other alternatives also have significant limitations. Using the Docker host network fundamentally is not a multi-tenant solution, and NAT hole punching requires creating multiple point-to-point connection pairs, none of which are IP addressable. Based on our evaluation of existing approaches, we have designed Particle to satisfy existing serverless requirements, and focus on the ability to quickly generate and interconnect thousands of ephemeral network
3.2 Particle Design

We present Particle, a networking architecture that optimizes network startup in burst-parallel serverless environments. Particle provides an ephemeral dynamically generated pool of IPs at an almost constant startup time. Rather than using memory-intensive caching techniques, Particle creates groups of network endpoints by first separating network creation from other user namespaces, and then optimizes the creation of network endpoints by eliminating serialisation points, batching calls, and consolidating VETH devices while maintaining per-function IPs. In this way, Particle can accelerate network namespace creation without any adverse effect on capability or generality for applications. Particle addresses the challenges from §3.1.4 through three design principles:

**Match Infrastructure to Application:**

Burst-parallel applications invoke hundreds to thousands of serverless instances to complete a single complex job. Today’s underlying infrastructure is not optimized for the bursty nature of this application class since each serverless task is treated as a stateless independent function. Particle employs techniques to consolidate network infrastructure without compromising generality, programmability, or network versatility.

**Generic Socket Interface:**

Containers that have their IPs allocated by Particle must be able to communicate with each other without the need for any specialized IPC protocol, system, or storage. Accessing third party or network-hosted services must also be possible. Containers must be able to use POSIX socket calls to communicate with each other (§3.2.1).

**Portability:**

Particle makes minimum assumptions about the system where it is deployed. Porting Particle to additional overlay systems is straightforward as most overlays rely on the default
Figure 3.2. Time to connect 100 and 1000 concurrent network namespaces to an overlay. While the baseline and other optimizations increase linearly with more endpoints, VETH consolidation allows Particle’s startup to remain close to constant when scaled up.

Docker runtime for network provisioning. When integrated, Particle has no adverse effect on throughput.

3.2.1 Design Space Exploration

In this section we explore three different approaches for optimizing network startup: (1) namespace consolidation, (2) batching, and (3) virtual interface consolidation. We seek to understand the trade-offs in each optimization to inform our final Particle design. In Figure 3.2 we use microbenchmarks that focus on network creation time to compare the designs, and use the Linux Overlay data plane as the baseline (system configuration details in §3.4).
Design 1: Namespace Consolidation

Based on our findings in §3.1.3, the network namespace itself is a contributor to high startup latency. One way to address this problem is to adopt what many container orchestrators such as Kubernetes [69] and Amazon Elastic Containers [3] do when co-locating related services under one network namespace and IP. These services perform namespace consolidation to simplify the management plane, but we can extend the traditional ‘one-container-per-pod’ model to ‘many-containers-per-pod’ as a performance optimization. This optimization is a natural fit for a burst-parallel environment where many serverless instances work together as part of a single task.

We explore this design by creating a new root network namespace for groups of containers, but each container maintains separate kernel namespaces (mnt, pid, ipc, user, cgroup) for other types of isolation. In this way namespaces can also be created for each tenant, while individual containers operate without needing to change assumptions about the environment. Each container is attached to the Particle root namespace and inherits all of its iptables and routing configuration without creating a network namespace itself. Since we want each container to have an addressable and routable IP address (§3.1.4), we create a VETH interface for each container inside the namespace with an IP and MAC address.

Microbenchmark results in Figure 3.2 show that this “shared namespace” design has a modest performance benefit when starting 1000 endpoints, but almost no performance impact for 100 endpoints: shared namespaces alone do not address the root issue shown in Table 3.3. When a new container is created the overlay controller must create a VETH pair for each new container and perform VETH moving. With a shared namespace, the only difference is that, rather than moving the VETH into a separate network namespace per container, the VETH moves into the shared network namespace.

This optimization can be taken a step further if the host namespace can be used rather than an additional shared namespace. Doing so reduces the number of namespaces and it reduces
one VETH move: the host namespace creates a VETH pair and only moves the local end into the VTEP. The trade-off is that this optimization does not match a multi-tenant setting as there is no isolation of the host interfaces.

**Design 2: Batching and IP Pooling**

A major disadvantage with shared namespace consolidation is that, although it takes advantage of the fact that burst-parallel tasks can be consolidated within a single root network namespace, setting up the network namespace itself was still performed iteratively. The advantage to performing namespace consolidation is that it reduces the complexity of managing many namespaces in a burst-parallel environment. In the next design, we push the ideas further by performing a batching optimization to VETH creation inside the network namespace.

With batching, when a burst-parallel request is received, the system creates an IP pool based on a specified IP range and number of containers. Rather than wait until the container is created, all the necessary virtual interfaces for the data plane are created immediately and attached to the root network namespace. Once complete, the system then enters the control plane namespace of the overlay and sets up the corresponding VETH devices and attaches them in batch to the VXLAN port. One key benefit to batching is that it reduces context switching and the number of `unshare` calls. However, implementing batching alone still results in $O(N)$ namespace crossings and VETH movings.

For the same benchmark, Figure 3.2 shows that batching provides a 22% improvement over a standard Linux Overlay with 100 containers, and improves to 42% with 1000 containers. Although batching improves performance over Linux Overlay and a simple shared namespace, the system still performs many $O(N)$ operations within the namespace, albeit batched. For example, $N$ different VETH devices, MAC addresses, and IP addresses are still being created.
Final Design: Virtual Interface Consolidation

The first two designs develop a management plane, the root namespace, and the insight that creating the network, VETH and IPs in batches for a burst-parallel group improves performance. Unfortunately, neither of these designs significantly reduces the total number VETH devices that the system must create. Table 3.3 shows that regardless of batching and namespace consolidation, each VETH device created incurs an overhead. Additionally, for each container created there are still \( O(N) \) VETH devices created and \( O(N) \) VETH interfaces moved across namespaces. The first two designs improve performance, but do not address this last issue. As a final design element, we focus on making VETH device creation a constant time operation rather than a linear one. To do so, we create a single VETH device inside the root namespace and attach multiple IPs to this root VETH interface.

In traditional overlay networks there is a one-to-one mapping between VETH device pairs and containers. This mapping is only necessary because each container resides in its own isolated environment. We dispense with per-container network isolation, attaching one VETH pair to the control and data planes. Multiple IPs and MACs are then attached to the root namespace’s single root VETH interface. From the perspective of the control plane, all IP addresses attached to a VXLAN interface are routed.

Figure 3.2 shows that this new one-to-many mapping between VETH interfaces and IP addresses improves performance by an order of magnitude since only one namespace crossing is required for one burst-parallel job. VETH consolidation improves performance by a factor of \( 17 \times \) when creating 100 containers, and \( 213 \times \) with 1000 containers.

The absolute time to start 100 network namespaces is 534ms, and for 1000 network namespaces 553ms. The 534ms comes from two parts, creating a new root network namespace and attaching the overlay. The root namespace starts as a Docker container with only the loopback interface (---net=none) which takes on average 300ms. The remaining 234ms is the time to create the root VETH interface, attach it to the control plane network namespace, and add IP
addresses.

At a high level Particle systematically replaces expensive $O(N)$ “per-container” calls to be $O(1)$ “per-job” calls. Based on our findings in §3.1.3 the creation of a container network involves several kernel locks that effectively serialize network creation. This overhead is exacerbated when trying to create hundreds of serverless instances and corresponding network endpoints to coordinate a single job.

Particle is designed to be integrated into existing overlay networks with minimum changes. As described in §3.1.2, overlay networks consist of a control plane and data plane. While the control plane varies among designs, all of them rely on a similar data plane implementation as shown in Figure 3.1.

Burst-parallel applications have the property that the logical compute unit is a batch of serverless instances working towards a single goal. As a result, while each container benefits from the standard isolation guarantees (process, file system, etc.), the network interface does not require strict isolation among instances. Particle does, however, still enforce strict network isolation from the host and other tenants.

Figure 3.3 illustrates Particle’s architecture. A single namespace and VETH device are created per tenant per node. Multiple secondary IPs are then attached to the VETH device, creating an ephemeral per-job IP pool. The overlay enables these IPs to be routable through its own policies and mechanisms. Containers can then attach to available IPs and transmit data between containers both intra- and inter-node. When the job completes, Particle removes its namespace and IPs.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of VETH consolidation in a multi-tenant setting. Each guest has its own Particle namespace with a MAC that is shared with the VTEP. A single VETH interface can host thousands of secondary IP addresses for any container sharing the Particle (root) namespace. Applications have several different options for how to interface with this system.
Burst parallel job is invoked

Particle Namespaces are provisioned on multiple nodes. One namespace per job per node.

Create one VETH device per node. Multiple IP addresses are attached to this device in a batch.

Containers are created and inherit the VETH and IP pool from the Particle Namespace. They immediately begin using available IPs to transmit data between each other and other nodes.

**Figure 3.3.** A Particle namespace with containers attached. Only the network namespace is shared among containers of a single application. Each Particle namespace has its own MAC address which is given to the VTEP for routing. Multiple tenants have different Particle namespaces.

**Figure 3.4.** Multitenancy with Particle: Each application has its own Particle namespace to maintain network isolation from other tenants and the host. The control plane is responsible for provisioning extra VNIs in the form of additional VXLAN interfaces for additional tenants. Designing an overlay this way also allows each guest to use any IP address they want without restriction.
3.2.2 Isolation and Application Interface

Consolidating VETH devices and namespaces of multiple containers into one virtual device in one namespace can have side effects for containers within an application. Separate namespaces isolate network resources and provide security isolation. If a container is compromised, other containers in different namespaces are unaffected. Because Particle consolidates network namespaces, it cannot provide the same granularity of security isolation. However, since Particle only consolidates namespaces of the same tenant/application, and different tenants are always isolated by separate namespaces, we consider this tradeoff acceptable for application patterns consisting of multiple serverless instances working together as part of the same application.

Conceptually, applications request different IP addresses for different containers, and Particle assigns those IPs to avoid conflicts. However, if the application in the containers do not respect the assignment, different containers for the same application can interfere with each other by trying to bind to the same IP address/port pair. One scenario where this can happen inadvertently is when an application runs multiple containers on the same host and shares a VETH device via Particle. If they try to bind to the same port with INADDR_ANY, a port conflict can occur. As a result, applications need to use the IP addresses assigned to them to avoid such conflicts. Rather than relying on the application to use the correct IP address, Particle can interpose by overriding libc’s bind call (via an LD_PRELOAD mechanism) to ensure that the IP address arguments match the IP addresses assigned to the container. If the application does not use the dynamically-linked libc, or directly calls the bind syscall, Linux Seccomp [43] provides a mechanism to enforce the assignment of the IP addresses. Seccomp’s filter mode allows specifying what arguments are acceptable for certain syscalls, in this case, assigned IPs as arguments for bind.
3.3 Implementation

Particle is implemented in C and is integrated into the iproute2 tool included natively in Linux. Particle is not designed to be used directly, rather it is a core module that exists within an overlay system. As a result, Particle does not make any assumptions about what kind of control plane is being used.

Porting Particle to an existing overlay network requires an adapter on the control and data plane side. For the data plane, now overlay systems do not need to create a network namespace when provisioning single containers. Additionally, they must create one additional container that is passed into Particle for the group namespace. For overlay systems that use a key-value store, a control plane adapter is required to pass the IPs into the database as a one-time operation.

In our evaluation we integrate Particle’s module into the Linux Overlay and Weave Overlay systems. In both cases, these overlays pass in the namespace of the VTEP and must create a new container with no initial network. A pointer to this network namespace is also passed into Particle. At this point Particle has a handle to both a control plane network namespace (VTEP) and data plane network namespace. Based on how many containers are requested, Particle initializes the shared namespace with the same number of IPs. Context is switched back to the existing overlay system which advertises the route to the other members of the control plane based on the Particle MAC address.

3.4 Evaluation

We evaluate Particle’s startup performance for a real-world burst-parallel application, Sprocket (Chapter 2). In our experiments we use AWS EC2 c5.4xlarge instances, each with 24 vCPUs, 32 GB of memory, and 10 Gb/s network bandwidth. All instances are in the same virtual private cloud (VPC) and placement group for stable network performance. The instances run Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS using a Linux 5.0.0 kernel with a default configuration. We use iproute2 version 5.2.0, Quagga router version 1.0.0, and Docker version 19.03.1-ce.
Figure 3.5. Timeline of Video Processing Pipeline: Comparing Docker Swarm, Linux Overlay, and Particle performance running a Sprocket video processing pipeline. Points on the x-axis represent the processing steps of a single video chunk (decode, filter, and encode), ordered by completion time. Particle eliminates the bottleneck in container startup, and runs $3 \times$ and $2.4 \times$ faster than Docker Swarm and Linux Overlay, respectively.

We let the application itself determine the number of threads and run the application on 96 core c5.24xlarge machines with 192 GB of memory and 25Gb/s bandwidth.

Sprocket is a serverless system that takes a video as input and first decodes it into frames. These frames are then subject to various transforms such as object detection, facial recognition, or grayscale. After the transforms complete, the frames are finally re-encoded. We ported Sprocket’s runtime to run locally and changed its communication module to work with Docker Swarm Overlay, Linux Overlay, and Particle+Linux Overlay.

Each stage (decode, transform, encode) is processed on a different nodes using 100 containers in each stage. The input video consists of 100 one-second video chunks, which are given as input to a first wave of 100 containers started at the same time. Once each video chunk has finished a stage, it signals the downstream service to start a new container and pull data via the overlay network. The process is repeated until the video chunk has passed through three stages.

Figure 3.5 shows the per-chunk processing timeline of a Sprocket pipeline. Before each pipeline stage, the containers must start and connect to the overlay network so data can be sent to the downstream machines. With Docker Swarm and Linux Overlay, the startup time
dominates the overall processing time. Even though each chunk is started simultaneously during the first stage, the network causes a serialization effect that prevents the system from being truly burst-parallel. On subsequent stages, the containers are started on-demand, i.e., as soon as a chunk has finished processing it starts the next stage without a barrier. This freedom causes subsequent stages to take relatively less time as there is reduced contention on the machine.

Particle eliminates the bottleneck in startup so that all containers are started within 2 seconds. As a result, the Sprocket pipeline using Particle is $3 \times$ faster than using Docker Swarm and $2.4 \times$ faster than Linux Overlay.

The increased data transfer time between the Particle pipeline’s decode stage and filter stage is because the elimination of serialization in container startup increases the number of concurrent data transfers. This change shifts the bottleneck to the network, temporarily congesting the network and slowing down the transfer step; in other words, Particle accelerates network startup to the point where network throughput becomes the bottleneck. This effect does not manifest between the filter and encode stages because processing of the decode-filter stage effectively spreads out the data transfer. When using Docker Swarm and Linux Overlay, container startup is much slower, spreading out data transfers between stages and preventing the system from fully utilizing the network.

Table 3.5 summarizes the percentage of time spent on each stage over three runs. Particle spends most of the time doing data processing, while other overlay networks spend substantial time in the startup stage. Particle’s higher proportion of time in data transfer is a result of both reduced overall execution time and the network saturation discussed above.

For a user paying for a serverless burst-parallel service, Particle enables the cost of a job to reflect meaningful work being done rather than infrastructure and setup time.
Table 3.5. Video Pipeline Breakdown: Percent of total run time spent in different operations in three networks. We take the average of three runs. Particle spends the most time in actual video data processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Startup</th>
<th>Data Transfer</th>
<th>Data Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Docker Swarm</td>
<td>69.86%</td>
<td>1.89%</td>
<td>28.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux Overlay</td>
<td>62.12%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
<td>35.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle</td>
<td>17.77%</td>
<td>10.92%</td>
<td>71.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Discussion and Limitations

Multi-Node Scalability. Particle’s common use case is to enable serverless networking for burst-parallel functions (containers) that are distributed across multiple hosts. Microbenchmarking showed that the overlay control plane connecting multiple hosts was not a bottleneck. This finding led us to focus on optimizing bottlenecks on each node, and evaluating the effect in a multi-node setting through multiple experiments (§3.1.2).

As the number of namespaces on a single node increases, namespace setup time increases proportionally. Particle solves both of these problems by reducing namespace setup time regardless of the number of namespaces. For jobs spanning multiple hosts, Particle reduces setup time on each host on which the job runs. Particle enables serverless providers to increase the number of containers per machine without compromising application latency. If we need to interconnect 100 containers for a burst parallel job, the spectrum is 100 containers on 1 machine or 1 container on 100 machines. The choice represents a trade-off between monetary cost and performance. Particle closes the gap between these options and enables a trade-off that improves performance without sacrificing cost.

Application to General Serverless Workloads. Containers are often started on different hosts to reduce load and improve the availability of the serverless functions. Particle is an optimization using overlay networks to address this multi-node case. Figure 3.1 shows the six steps necessary to setup an overlay network. A management container is not necessary to set up.
a network between containers on a single host, a bridge will suffice. The advantage of Particle is that it enables users to write programs as if they are still using a bridge, but the containers are available across multiple nodes. Particle is primarily optimized for this multi-node use case.

This chapter shows that container overlays are one way that a serverless cloud provider can implement serverless networking. Unfortunately, overlay networks today are not optimized for this use case. With Particle, overlay networks can be created with a negligible amount of overhead on multiple nodes with thousands of serverless functions.

While Particle was motivated by burst-parallel applications, the lessons learned are not limited to it. The experiments show that the network namespace itself is a source of inefficiency in serverless, and a design like Particle can address this issue, achieving the greatest benefits if the VETH and/or namespace can be consolidated. If they cannot, the network namespace may be reused across multiple calls (also reducing cold start at the cost of higher memory usage).

**Jobs and Network Namespace Sharing.** In this chapter we define a job as a single invocation of a computation run by one user. As a Particle namespace is cheap to create, the isolation level can be modified without loss of performance. On one extreme, a Particle namespace can be created for each tenant. In this case jobs that a tenant runs would not be isolated (Figure 3.3). At the other, every job can have its own Particle namespace that exists just for the job. The design enables providers to choose what isolation model in this spectrum is most appropriate for their use case.

Particle chooses to only relax the isolation of the network namespace to ensure that, if a single function fails, it does not cause a domino effect that corrupts other parts of the system (e.g., the file system) which in turn could cause further function failure.

### 3.6 Related Work

**Container Orchestrators.** Kubernetes and Amazon Elastic Containers use shared namespaces to simplify service management between shared jobs in a pod or task group. However,
employing this method alone does not appreciably change startup latency, as discussed in §3.1.4 and §3.2.1.

**Communication Alternatives.** Pocket [50] is an intermediate storage layer for burst parallelism that employs multiple storage media (e.g., a Redis key-value store, AWS S3, etc.) to accommodate different workloads in a cost-efficient way. Locus [73] focuses on shuffle performance in burst-parallel applications. It uses a performance model to select the appropriate storage medium in the cloud. SAND [2] proposes a message queue approach for inter-container communication. While these systems improve on existing communication mechanisms, they incur extra infrastructure costs and lack the generality of a direct communication mechanism. Shredder [97] takes a completely different approach by performing compute directly inside storage nodes.

**Alternative Virtualization Layers.** Particle focuses on optimizing network startup for container-based serverless systems since containers are a dominant virtualization platform. However, Kata [48] and Firecracker [1] have proposed an alternate serverless virtualization architecture using microVMs. These microVMs employ TUN-TAP devices to build an overlay network rather than network namespaces, and therefore represent an entirely different approach to networking. As a result, evaluating and optimizing network startup and configuration in these architectures is an interesting open question.

**Container Network Setup.** Mohan et al. [63] identify that network creation and initialization account for the majority of latency in bursty container creation. They extend the idea of Pause containers [57] to pre-create network namespaces that can later be attached to new containers. This technique is effective but it introduces security issues in a multi-tenant setting as new containers are reusing cached network namespaces. Additionally, the caching overhead is linear with the number of namespaces, i.e., memory usage increases with more containers attached to the network. Particle only needs to create a single network namespace for a group of containers, making it faster and more memory efficient than the caching technique.
3.7 Conclusion

As serverless evolves to accommodate GPSL applications such as burst-parallel, we need to reconsider the original notions about serverless design patterns. We take for granted that a long-running application will amortize costs for certain one-time operations, such as setting up infrastructure. In serverless burst-parallel, however, these one-time operations are repeated hundreds of times and the cost is paid on each invocation. In this chapter I focused on a key bottleneck for burst-parallel applications, network startup time. I found that provisioning the network can be a significant portion of execution time. I closely examined the overheads in establishing connectivity among containers in overlay networks and designed a system, Particle, to address these issues. Particle maintains serverless application requirements of generality, versatility, and multitenancy while providing short network startup time on both single and multi-node deployments. I show that in these scenarios Particle improves total application runtime by at least a factor of two over existing solutions. Particle enables fast serverless networking setup in multi-node deployments, which would benefit Sprocket and other GPSL applications that require intercommunication between serverless instances.
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Chapter 4

Sophon: Efficient Container-grained Serverless Scheduling

In Chapter 3, I described Particle, which tackles the challenge of providing direct networking among serverless instances. Another challenge I observed in serverless is resource scheduling in serverless platforms. Although serverless users do not need to worry about resource allocation and scheduling, such tasks are now offloaded to the cloud vendor. From my experience with Sprocket, cloud platforms cannot always efficiently satisfy the resource requirements of GPSL applications.

GPSL applications like Sprocket can request computing resources aggressively in a short amount of time due to the high parallel nature of GPSL applications. This behavior imposes challenges for the underlying platforms since they were originally designed for less resource intensive workloads like request handlers.

For each serverless request, the platform needs to choose the host node to handle the request. When the chosen host has a warm function environment ready, a warm start ensues, otherwise, a cold start occurs. Warm starts have huge performance advantages over cold starts for they skip all the initialization steps including starting VMs, containers, language runtime, etc. Keeping warm environments, however, has high resource costs, especially memory resources. Cloud providers often make tradeoffs between keeping warm environments to improve performance for future requests, and shutting down idle warm environments to reduce resource
consumption.

The ratio of these warm- vs cold-starts is critical to both the user-perceived performance of the deployed functions as well as the efficiency of the platform from the service provider’s perspective. In the former case, if functions are scheduled in such a way that they mostly run in warm containers, the overhead to issue and start execution can be greatly reduced.

For users, faster function start times results in higher overall job performance. For providers, maximizing the scheduling of functions to warm containers avoids the overhead of state transfer and reduces the setup time of the serverless function execution context, which is time that is typically not billed to the customer. In this chapter, my goal is to design serverless scheduling mechanisms and policies which maximize warm start opportunities, benefiting both users and providers.

Based on my measurements of OpenWhisk [71], an open-source serverless platform, together with workloads from the Azure Function Traces [78], I observe that its node-grained serverless scheduler can make inefficient scheduling decisions when handling real-world serverless workloads, especially for when workload is high or bursty, which is typical in GPSL-style applications. In OpenWhisk, the coarse-grained resource information used by the scheduler is not sufficient to track the underlying warm container resource states, which ultimately dictate overall system performance.

To address these scheduling inefficiencies I propose Sophon, a container-grained serverless scheduler. Unlike existing node-grained schedulers that do not track the states of containers, Sophon maintains centralized information tracking container lifecycles using piggy-backed invocation and container state transition messages. I explore several scheduling policies on Sophon that strikes a balance between spacial locality and avoiding container resource contention.

I implement Sophon in the OpenWhisk platform and evaluate the different policies on both Sophon and OpenWhisk. Experimental results show that scheduling policies utilizing Sophon significantly reduce contention on the worker nodes, and greatly reduces the number of cold starts and container thrashing. When servicing workloads from the production Azure traces,
Sophon provides 78% higher maximum throughput and significantly lower invocation latency than that the node-grained scheduler of OpenWhisk.

### 4.1 Background

#### 4.1.1 Serverless platforms

As serverless computing has increased in popularity, many serverless platforms have emerged. Examples include AWS Lambda, Azure Functions, Google Cloud Functions, and IBM Cloud Functions, as well as locally-hosted open-source projects such as OpenWhisk [71], OpenFaas [70], Knative [51], and OpenLambda [38]. Most commercial serverless platforms do not reveal their underlying implementation details. As a result, limited information is available to the public, although academic studies have probed into these commercial platforms using various measurement techniques to better understand the underlying environment [90]. Because of its openness and use in a large commercial platform—IBM’s cloud—in this chapter I focus our attention on the OpenWhisk platform.

For a given serverless workload, across multiple tenants and applications, the mixture of cold and warm starts has significant performance implications for users and overhead implications for providers. In concrete terms, cold starts can take several seconds to begin execution, whereas warm starts might begin in just milliseconds [31, 64]. According to published serverless trace analyses from Microsoft Azure [78], most functions run for a very short time: the median function duration is only 150 ms. Such short function invocations underscore the importance of increasing the opportunity to exploit warm starts, since the overhead of a single cold start could swamp potentially dozens of warm invocations. Execution contexts primed with the code and data necessary to begin execution quickly are due to a previous invocation remaining active, rather than being reclaimed by the serverless platform. A common heuristic is to cache used containers for a fixed amount of time before decommissioning them in case additional function invocations arrive [90].
4.1.2 Two scheduling architectures

I now describe the scheduling architectures of open-source serverless platforms using publicly-available information. Serverless cluster schedulers must establish one or more sandboxes on nodes in the cluster, and then assign individual function invocations to one of those sandboxes. The first decision a serverless scheduler must make is the location of those isolation sandboxes. The second is the assignment of individual invocation requests to a sandbox. I separate serverless schedulers into two categories based on whether these two scheduling decisions are made in the same process or separate processes. When both are decided by one scheduling process, I call it “coupled scheduling”, otherwise I call it “decoupled scheduling”. OpenWhisk employs coupled scheduling because the creation of a sandbox is directly decided by the scheduling of an invocation. OpenFaas and Knative exemplify decoupled scheduling. Both of them rely on an underlying sandbox orchestration service (e.g., Kubernetes) for sandbox auto-scaling and scheduling, while individual invocations are scheduled to existing sandboxes in a separate process.

Coupled schedulers have more control of the scheduling of each invocation. In decoupled scheduling, the central resource manager of the orchestration service does not have control over individual invocations. Thus, the invocations are handled by many per-application schedulers in a decentralized manner. Centralized serverless schedulers have many advantages over decentralized approaches in terms of scheduling quality [46]. OpenWhisk uses the coupled approach. A single scheduler is in control of the placement of every individual invocation.

4.1.3 OpenWhisk scheduling

OpenWhisk uses containers as its sandboxing mechanism, and so for the remainder of this chapter I use “container” to describe sandboxes. Figure 4.1 shows the system architecture of OpenWhisk. Within OpenWhisk there is a Controller component which manages scheduling. Individual worker nodes are called Invokers. When the Controller receives an invocation request,
Figure 4.1. Architecture of OpenWhisk. The orange parts are the additions for Sophon.

it chooses an Invoker for the request via a default scheduling policy. The Controller and Invokers communicate via Kafka message queues. Function code and invocation results are stored in a separate CouchDB database.

OpenWhisk implements a “Sticky-Random” scheduling policy. It uses hashing to randomly schedule invocations to Invokers. By using the same hash values, it achieves the sticky property which tends to schedule the same functions to the same Invokers, improving the probability of warm starts. For each function, there is a Home Invoker and a step size parameter that is co-prime to the number of Invokers. Both are determined by the hash value of the function identifier. The scheduler checks each Invoker for available memory, and this available memory information is stored on the scheduler. The scheduler starts from the Home Invoker, and checks other Invokers by the step size until it finds an Invoker that has enough available memory for the function to execute there. Therefore each function is evaluated along an ordered sequence of possible Invokers, determined by a fixed “step size” interval. The closer the Invoker is to the front of the sequence, the more likely an invocation of that function has been recently scheduled to that Invoker, and the more likely scheduling the invocation in that location will result in a warm start.

Since the scheduler tracks node-level resource information, I call this style of scheduling
Figure 4.2. OpenWhisk tested using an excerpt workload from the Azure Function Traces. The top, middle, and bottom figures show function throughput/cold starts, average latency, and memory usage, respectively. For memory usage, the thick line represents average memory use while the other thin lines track the memory used on each Invoker.

“node-grained scheduling”. The scheduler makes its best decision with the information it has, which might lead to more unexpected cold starts since the scheduler and the Invokers are not fully coordinated. After the request is scheduled and sent to the Invoker, the Invoker will use a warm container if one exists, otherwise it launches a cold container.

4.2 Scheduling Analysis

To better understand how OpenWhisk’s Sticky-Random policy performs, I conduct tests that use real-world serverless traces recently made available from the Azure Function service at Microsoft [78]. Our testbed consists of a Controller node, which is an AWS EC2 c5n.9xlarge instance with 36 cores and 96 GB of memory, and 10 Invoker nodes which also use c5n.9xlarge instances. I configure 20 GB of memory on each node for the containers to use.

The Azure Function Traces [78] consist of two weeks of function invocation data from approximately 70,000 serverless functions deployed in the production Azure Function environ-
ment. The traces include workload distribution among functions (how many invocations belong to a function), per-function invocation patterns, execution duration, and associated memory consumption.

I randomly choose 10 continuous minutes of workload data from the traces and downsample it to match the much smaller scale of our OpenWhisk testbed. I downsample the traces by randomly choosing the invocations instead of choosing functions to better match the workload distributions of real systems. I sample approximately 50,000 invocations from 10 minutes of the trace and generate a representative workload that I deploy on OpenWhisk.

To prevent a synchronized burst of function invocations from overloading the system when it starts cold, I shape the workload into a slow-start curve that grows in the first half of the test. This slow start builds up warm containers. The second half of the test then has a steady invocation rate to reflect steady-state long-running systems that already have existing warm containers, as would be found in production.

Figure 4.2 shows the number of invocations, number of cold starts, mean latency, and memory usage (including memory usage of every Invoker in the thin lines) over time. The latency is defined as the time interval from when an invocation is posted to the scheduler to when the function starts running on an Invoker, which includes cold start latency and messaging delays. Memory usage is defined as the memory used by active functions divided by the total amount of memory that can be used for functions.

Initially OpenWhisk handles the increasing workload reasonably well. The sticky property of the Sticky-Random policy provides spacial locality for invocations. Most the of invocations are warm starts, and the average latency is low. However, when the workload has a high invocation rate, the average latency and cold start rate increase dramatically.

I note that the workload in the realistic Azure Function Trace is highly skewed: just five functions account for more than half of all the invocations. The function durations can vary from a few milliseconds to several minutes. Because of the sticky property of the Sticky-Random policy, the invocations are concentrated on Invokers with popular functions. The memory usage
is highly imbalanced among the Invokers (as shown by the per-node load curves) even when the overall load is low (as shown by the average curve). When the workload has a higher invocation rate, some of the busy Invokers become overloaded and evict a lot of containers due to memory constraints. Container evictions cause future invocations to become cold starts, increasing memory usage, which in turn leads to more evictions. The functions start to compete for container resources and ultimately evict each other’s warm containers.

This behavior is not unlike memory thrashing on a single node. Thus, I call this phenomenon \textit{container thrashing}. The increase in cold starts not only directly increases invocation latency, it also burdens the underlying OS with more container creations, which incurs high creation delay for each container. The skewness in real-world serverless workloads leads to a pronounced load imbalance among Invokers, making the system more prone to container thrashing.

\textbf{Takeaway.} The default Sticky-Random policy performs reasonably well under a low invocation workload. Under higher load, however, the imbalance in memory use leads to container thrashing, significantly degrading performance.

\section{Exploring Serverless Scheduling Policies}

As shown in the last section, OpenWhisk’s Sticky-Random policy performs sub-optimally under real-world serverless workloads. In this section, I explore several alternative policies tailored to warm-start locality, avoiding container thrashing, or a balance between the two. By exploring with these policies I obtain a better understanding of the requirements of serverless scheduling under real-world workloads, ultimately inspiring the design of Sophon.

\subsection{Node-grained Policies}

\textbf{Random.} Since the sticky property directly leads to memory imbalance in OpenWhisk’s Sticky-Random policy, I remove the sticky property and implement a simple Random policy. In this policy each invocation is randomly scheduled to an Invoker that has capacity. Figure 4.3
Figure 4.3. Number of invocations, number of cold starts, mean latency, and memory usage when scheduling using the Random policy.

shows the results of this policy using the same workload as in Section 4.2.

Because of the random nature of this policy, invocations of the same function are unlikely to be placed onto the same Invoker, leading to more cold starts (in fact the percentage of invocations that are cold starts is roughly constant throughout the experiment). Memory usage is more balanced across the Invokers than the Sticky-Random policy, which results in less container thrashing. The Sticky-Random policy outperforms Random in both latency and the average load when there is no container thrashing, but it performs worse once container thrashing happens.

**Max Available.** The Max Available policy chooses the Invoker with the most available memory, i.e., total memory minus memory used by active containers. Since OpenWhisk is designed in a way that the scheduler maintains the current available memory of each Invoker, the system does not need any additional probing messages to know the up-to-date available memory.

Figure 4.4 shows the results of scheduling using Max Available. Similar to the Random policy, the Max Available policy has more cold starts than the Sticky-Random policy because it does not provide the sticky property. Since the least-loaded Invoker is chosen for every invocation,
Figure 4.4. Number of invocations, number of cold starts, mean latency, and memory usage when scheduling using the Max Available policy.

memory usage is very balanced among the Invokers: the difference between the highest and the lowest memory usage is less than 10% most of the time. The total system memory use is higher than the Sticky-Random policy and lower than the Random policy. In traditional task scheduling, choosing a node with the minimal load often leads to a good policy. However, due to the extra overheads of cold start and container thrashing, it is not necessarily the case with serverless.

**Sticky-Max Available.** The Sticky-Max Available policy combines Sticky-Random with Max Available. Sticky-Random provides good spacial locality, reducing cold starts, but it has the disadvantage of being prone to container thrashing. Max Available can effectively reduce container thrashing, but causes many cold starts. The Sticky-Max Available policy balances these two factors. To encourage spacial locality, I use a distance factor $d$, which is defined as the distance from the current Invoker to the Home Invoker. I normalize $d$ by dividing by the number of Invokers in the system. A smaller $d$ indicates better spacial locality. To encourage better load balance, I factor in the load of the Invoker denoted by $l$. The policy chooses the Invoker that minimizes $\alpha \times d + (1 - \alpha) \times l$ where $\alpha$ is a weight parameter. I find $\alpha = 0.3$ performs the best.
Figure 4.5. Number of invocations, number of cold starts, mean latency, and memory usage when scheduling using the Sticky-Max Available policy.

Note that this policy reduces to the Max-Available policy when $\alpha = 0$, and Sticky-Random when $\alpha = 1$.

Figure 4.5 shows the results. The Sticky-Max Available policy provides more balanced memory usage than Sticky-Random, reducing both Invoker hotspots and container thrashing. Under low load, it performs similar to the Sticky-Random policy since both policies preserve spacial locality. Under higher load, it outperforms Sticky-Random in both latency and memory usage by preventing container thrashing.

4.3.2 Discussion

A major goal of serverless scheduling is to maximize the use of warm containers while avoiding eviction of recently-used warm containers to prevent container thrashing. I find that although some of the policies can address parts of the scheduling problem like imbalance of memory usage, they cannot prevent container thrashing from happening.

The key observation is that the scheduler only has node-level resource information in
making scheduling decisions. However, container-level resource information is required for the scheduler to make better scheduling decisions because container states play a crucial role in serverless system performance. An Invoker with low memory usage does not imply that scheduling a function to the Invoker is risk free. It can have warm containers that are recently used and would be evicted by a seemingly safe scheduling decision.

Since “available memory” (total memory−active container memory) is not sufficient for the scheduler to make improved scheduling decisions, one tempting possibility is to track warm containers by considering the “free memory” (available memory−warm container memory). Since eviction and container thrashing only happen when an Invoker is out of free memory, it could be tempting to conclude that avoiding hosts with low free memory can prevent container thrashing. However, keeping warm containers available for a long time can cause substantial waste in real-world systems [78]. Our experiments match previous findings, where containers of different functions quickly fill up the free memory, thereby making a free memory-based policy impractical. Moreover, different warm containers can have very different benefits. For example, a recently-used warm container can be much more useful than one idle for minutes. To schedule more effectively, I need to track the warm containers at a fine granularity instead of treating them indiscriminately.

4.4 Sophon: Container-grained Scheduling

I conclude that a serverless scheduler should take into consideration not only currently available resources, but also the states of containers when making scheduling decisions. To achieve this goal, I propose Sophon, a container-grained scheduling approach for serverless platforms. Unlike OpenWhisk, which tracks resources at the granularity of worker nodes, Sophon collects resource information at the granularity of containers. The Sophon scheduler maintains container information including its associated function ID, memory size, and last-used timestamp. Keeping track of container lifecycles provides better observability of system resources, and helps
reduce resource competition among functions.

By tracking container states in Sophon, I can implement scheduling and container lifecycle policies that were not possible with existing node-grained scheduling. These new policies can be used to improve system performance in several ways. For example, with improved container visibility I can design policies to avoid container thrashing as discussed in Section 4.2. Moreover, the Azure Function Traces show that production serverless workloads have some unique invocation patterns. With container-grained scheduling, I can also design policies with these patterns in mind to further improve scheduling for these function workloads.

4.4.1 Sophon requirements and goals

This section discusses the requirements and goals of a scheduling policy for Sophon. As with the initial OpenWhisk scheduling policy, a Sophon policy starts with an available memory constraint. An Invoker needs to have at least the memory required by the invocation to be considered.

Since the Sophon scheduler now tracks the states of containers, the scheduler knows if a warm container exists on a certain Invoker. An intuitive decision is to choose Invokers that have a warm container available for a function. When there are multiple such Invokers, the scheduler then needs to choose one among them.

When there is no warm container on any Invoker for a function, a cold start is necessary. Then an Invoker needs to be chosen to create a container for the invocation. Since creating new containers can evict existing warm containers, the scheduler should also use its container visibility to carefully choose Invokers to avoid container thrashing by preventing recently-used containers from being evicted.

Depending on whether there exists a warm container, I divide a Sophon scheduling policy into two cases: 1) with warm containers, choose an Invoker that has one; 2) without a warm container, choose an Invoker to create a container. Invokers with warm containers always have priority over those without one.
4.4.2 Sophon policies

Based on the discussions above, I explore several policies for Sophon. I first tested the Sophon policies using the same workload as Section 4.3 and found that they can support a much higher invocation workload. As a result, for these experiments I use the same methodology for sampling from the Azure Function trace to create a workload to schedule, but with double the invocation rate.

Max-Available/Max-Available (MA/MA). This policy handles warm starts by choosing the Invoker with the maximum available memory. Choosing the Invoker with max available memory can balance the load among Invokers more evenly. For cold starts, this policy also chooses the Invoker with the maximum available memory. This policy is different from the Max-Available policy discussed in Section 4.3.1 since it always chooses a warm container whenever possible.

Figure 4.6 shows the results of the MA/MA policy. The results show that the cold start
activity is low, the memory usage is evenly balanced across the Invokers, and that mean latency is generally stable with a few small fluctuations.

**Max-Available/Min-Cost Policy (MA/MC).** This policy is the same as the MA/MA policy for warm starts but differs for cold starts. When a cold start is required, instead of choosing the Invoker with the most available memory, this policy makes a choice based on a cost metric. I define the cost of a cold start as the potential loss of a future warm start due to the eviction caused by the cold start. I model the arrivals of invocations as a memoryless Poisson point process. With this model, the probability of potential future invocations is then subject to exponential decay as the container stays idle. Therefore, a container’s eviction cost is defined as $cost = \exp(-\lambda t)$ where $t$ is the container idle time (in seconds), and $\lambda$ is the decay rate; based upon our experimentation, I have found an empirical value of 0.3 to work well across a range of workload settings. If the scheduler decides no container will need to be evicted, then the cost reduces to 0. In this policy the Invoker with minimal cost is chosen when a cold start is necessary.

Figure 4.7 shows the results. Compared to the MA/MA policy, MA/MC exhibits more stable mean latency, but more imbalanced memory use among the Invokers. For cold starts, it chooses the Invoker with minimal cost, which can be different from the Invoker with minimal memory usage.

**Sticky-Random/Max-Available (SR/MA).** This policy is the same as MA/MA Policy for cold starts but differs for warm starts. It uses a simple sticky-random approach to choose among Invokers with warm containers. The rationale behind this choice is that, by choosing warm containers in a sticky-random manner, some warm containers are reused more often. As a result, the invocations are concentrated to a few warm containers to increase their utilization.

Figure 4.8 shows the results. SR/MA shows more balanced memory usage than MA/MC, but less balanced than MA/MA. The scheduling decisions of cold starts have more memory usage impact than warm starts, which is not surprising considering that cold starts are more costly. SR/MA has high variance of mean latency since the memory usage is less balanced than
Figure 4.7. Number of invocations, number of cold starts, mean latency, and memory usage when scheduling using the Max-Available/Min-Cost policy.

MA/MA and it does not avoid container thrashing when choosing Invokers for cold starts.

**Sticky-Random/Min-Cost (SR/MC).** This policy uses the same sticky-random approach for scheduling warm starts as the SR/MA policy, while using the minimal cost metric of MA/MC to choose an Invoker for cold starts. Figure 4.9 shows that this policy has the most imbalanced memory usage, since memory use is not considered in either warm starts or cold starts. It has lower latency than SR/MA because the min cost policy for cold start prevents container thrashing.

### 4.4.3 Sampling

When scheduling for a large system, evaluating all candidate Invokers can be inefficient and unnecessary. Therefore, for large-scale deployments I sample Invokers, a common practice in many high performance scheduling systems.

In stateless schedulers like Sparrow [72], sampling requires probing host states. Such schedulers are usually conservative in the number of samples to reduce overhead. OpenWhisk does not need probing since the resource states are always updated to the scheduler. It only
Figure 4.8. Number of invocations, number of cold starts, mean latency, and memory usage when scheduling using the Sticky-Random/Max-Available policy.

needs to evaluate the Invokers using the states already in the scheduler. Therefore, I can sample more candidates without generating extra network traffic. In our implementation, I sample 10 Invokers as I found it is sufficient for the scheduler to make high quality scheduling decisions while keeping the scheduling overheads low.

While Max-Available and Min-Cost can use random sampling for large deployments, Sticky-Random policy does not need to sample since it always chooses the first available Invoker from the Invoker sequence. I evaluate the scheduling quality and performance of sampling in Section 4.6.2.

4.5 Implementation

4.5.1 Integration in OpenWhisk

To incorporate container-grained scheduling into OpenWhisk, I extend its scheduler, messaging, and Invoker components. The Sophon scheduler maintains container information
including location, current running states, associated function ID, container memory size, and the timestamp of most recent use. I extend the messaging interface between the Invokers and scheduler so that they can communicate container information with each other. I also extend Invokers to monitor containers and report up-to-date container states to the scheduler. Sophon is implemented in about 1,200 lines of Scala code.

The scheduler receives container states reported by the Invokers whenever container states change. Since there is a delay from the state changes on the Invokers to when the scheduler receives the update, the scheduler can make scheduling decisions using stale states. Sophon does not rely on perfect container states to make scheduling decisions, and stale states can be tolerated. Once the Invoker detects a scheduling decision is made on stale states, it immediately sends the scheduler a state report so that the scheduler can updated states for future invocations. In practice, the state propagation latency is usually less than a millisecond. In our experiments I found only about 0.11% of the scheduling decisions use stale states, thus stale states are not a
major concern.

4.5.2 Performance considerations

By tracking container states, Sophon may incur more overhead, including messaging overheads for the container state updates and time overhead in the scheduling process. However, I expect these extra overheads to be acceptable. OpenWhisk’s scheduler already maintains invocation states and generates several messages for each invocation. Sophon’s container state transitions use the same communication channels as OpenWhisk’s messages. It can often piggy-back on the existing invocation and acknowledgment messages to propagate the container state transitions.

The Sophon scheduler maintains two mappings: a global mapping that maps a function to containers belonging to the function, and a per-Invoker mapping that tracks containers of each Invoker. The first mapping is used for the fast locating of warm containers when scheduling an invocation. The second mapping is for evaluating candidate Invokers for creating a cold container. For large scale systems with many Invokers, sampling can further reduce the scheduling overheads.

I evaluate the scheduling overhead in Section 4.6.2. I find Sophon’s scheduling latency is on average 0.5 ms, which is similar to that of vanilla OpenWhisk. The scheduling latency accounts for a tiny portion of invocation latency (which is at least tens of ms).

4.5.3 Network Namespace Contention

OpenWhisk uses Docker containers as the default function runtime. The containers are created using the bridge network mode, in which each container has a network namespace that connects to the host network via a VETH device. Network namespaces are required in multi-tenant cloud environment to provide network devices and address isolation between containers. In OpenWhisk, each container has a proxy server that handles initialization and invocation requests sent from the Invoker that runs on the host. Different containers are identified by
different IP addresses.

In our system experiments I found that, when there are concurrent creations and deletions of network namespaces, the creation performance degrades significantly: the creation rate reduces from 10/second to around 3/second on a single machine. This decrease is due to network namespace contention in the kernel, as the Linux network namespace implementation is not optimized for frequent creation and deletion [86, 68].

Since our work focuses on the serverless scheduling problem, I do not want to include the contention overhead introduced by the kernel network namespace implementation since it is an artifact orthogonal to a particular scheduling policy. Longer term, such contention can likely be removed by using alternative sandboxing methods like microVMs [1] that do not require network namespaces. Shorter term, for our scheduling policy evaluation I avoid the contention problem by using the host network mode, which does not create namespaces for containers. Instead of using different IP addresses for the containers, I assign different ports of the same host IP to the containers so that the Invoker can talk to each of them.

4.6 Evaluation

In this section I evaluate the performance of node-grained and container-grained scheduling by comparing different node-grained policies and Sophon policies. Our experiments show that container-grained scheduling achieves significantly better function execution throughput and invocation latency compared to node-grained scheduling. I show that Sophon achieves these performance benefits by greatly reducing the number of cold starts and avoiding container thrashing.

In the scheduler performance evaluation (Section 4.6.1), I use an EC2 c5n.9xlarge instance with 36 cores and 96 GB memory for the scheduler, and 10 c5n.9xlarge instances for the 10 Invokers. I configure 20 GB of memory on each Invoker for containers, providing a container pool of 200 GB in total. In the scheduling overhead tests (Section 4.6.2), I use two c5d.24xlarge
instances, one for the scheduler and one for all the Invokers.

I use the OpenWhisk version with commit number 18bbac5 in the master branch of its repository committed on May 10, 2020. No major change has been made to the scheduler since then. I use the recommended Kubernetes-based deployment for managing the system components, including the Controller, Invokers, Kafka message queues, and the bookkeeping database. The containers are directly created by a local Docker daemon instead of via Kubernetes to obtain best performance. The scheduler is configured not to use “forced” scheduling, meaning that when the system is overloaded, requests queue on the clients until the system can accept them.

I use the Azure Function Traces for the workloads. I use the same subsampling method as in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In Section 4.6.1, I primarily use two workloads, a low workload with about 100 requests/s and a high workload with about 200 requests/s. I use higher workloads to stress test the scheduler in Section 4.6.2. I use three randomly selected 10-minute intervals from the trace. I calculate the presented results by averaging (for numeric values like throughput) or aggregating (for statistical values like latency).

4.6.1 Scheduler Performance

System throughput. I first evaluate the maximum throughput of the node-grained scheduling policies and Sophon policies. I start the test with a low invocation rate and slowly increase the workload to reach the maximum throughput the system can support. Since the workload has inherent fluctuations, I smooth the result by averaging the throughput of 10-second time windows and report the highest value.

Figure 4.10 shows the results. All the Sophon policies significantly outperform node-grained scheduling policies, providing 74–76% improvements over the default OpenWhisk Sticky-Random policy. Among the node-grained policies, Sticky-Max Available performs the best, providing a 17% improvement over the Sticky-Random policy. Although in Section 4.3 the Random and Max-Available policies show more balanced memory load than the Sticky-Random
Figure 4.10. System throughput of node-grained policies (orange bars) and Sophon policies (blue bars). Among node-grained policies, Sticky-Max Available outperforms OpenWhisk’s Sticky-Random policy. All the Sophon policies have at least 74% higher throughput than Sticky-Random.

Policy, with higher workload their higher cold start rate quickly leads to container thrashing that degrades throughput. In constrast, the Sophon policies all have similar throughput.

**Invocation latency.** Invocation latency is the time between when the Controller receives a function invocation request to the time when the function starts executing on an Invoker. Low latency is important since the majority of serverless invocations last for a very short time. The latency comprises scheduling delays, messaging delays, and most importantly, cold start delays.

Figure 4.11 shows the CDF of all of the policies tested with the low workload (100 requests/s). Node-grained policies are shown with dashed lines while Sophon policies use solid lines. All Sophon policies have lower latency than the node-grained policies. The distributions have a discontinuity between 500–700 ms, which corresponds to invocations that require cold starts. The Random policy and Max-Available policy have the most cold starts, as indicated by the large discontinuity of their lines. The OpenWhisk Sticky-Random policy has a long tail, which is the result of container thrashing caused by unbalanced Invoker hotspots.

Figure 4.12 shows the CDF of Sophon policies tested under the high workload (200 requests/s). I did not include the node-grained policies in this test because they are unable to support the high workload. Different Sophon policies perform similarly for most of the requests.
**Figure 4.11.** Function invocation latency of different policies under a 100/s request rate. Node-grained policies use dashed lines while Sophon policies use solid lines. All Sophon policies have lower latency than the node-grained policies.

**Figure 4.12.** Function invocation latency of Sophon policies under a 200/s request rate. Around 85% of the requests are warm starts, and have a latency of less than 100 ms. There are a few percent of “straggler” invocations with much higher latencies than other invocations. For these requests, the latency of Sophon policies differ noticeably. Overall the MA/MC policy performs the best. Its 99% latency is 868 ms, less than half of that of the SR/MA policy. The mean latency is 164 ms for MA/MC, and 195 ms for SR/MA. The */MC policies have better latency than the */MA policies, while the MA/* policies have better latency than the SR/* policies. The */MC policies are better at preventing container thrashing by using the cost metric when scheduling cold starts. The MA/* policies tend to avoid Invokers with high load.
when scheduling warm starts, which leads to more balanced load (fewer hotspots).

**Cold starts.** To understand how cold starts and container thrashing impact performance, I tracked the number of cold starts and the average container start delay for the various scheduling policies. I compute both the percentage of cold start relative to all invocations, and the average delay of the cold starts.

Figure 4.13 shows the invocation latency of all the policies under low load (100 requests/s). The Random and Max-Available policies have a high percentage of cold starts because they do not have the sticky property. The OpenWhisk Sticky-Random policy has a moderate percentage of cold starts but the highest cold start delay, which is due to container thrashing. All the Sophon policies have a low percentage of cold starts because they schedule to warm containers whenever possible, and low cold start delay because they significantly reduce container thrashing.

Figure 4.14 shows the invocation latency of the Sophon policies under high load (200 requests/s). The percentage of cold starts remains similar among the policies. The average cold start delays, however, are different. The SR/MA policy has the highest delay while MA/MC has the lowest. This difference is consistent with the latency results where MA/* policies outperform
Figure 4.14. Percentage of cold starts and average delay of cold starts under 200 requests/s workloads.

SR/* policies, and */MC policies outperforms */MA policies. The differences in cold start delay caused by different degrees of container thrashing is the determining factor of invocation latency.

Memory usage. I compare the scheduling policies from the perspective of memory consumption. As before, I evaluate all of the policies under low workload (100 requests/s) and the Sophon policies under high workload (200 requests/s). I measure the average memory usage for the whole system (average memory consumption across all of the nodes), as well as the standard deviation across all of the nodes. For the standard deviations, I record the standard deviation of memory usage on the Invokers at every second and average them for the duration of the workload. The standard deviations reflect how well memory usage is balanced across the nodes.

Figure 4.15 shows the results. The bars represent the average memory usage and error bars represent the average standard deviation. Among the node-grained policies, the OpenWhisk Sticky-Random policy has both the highest memory usage and highest memory imbalance. This imbalance in memory consumption leads to significant container thrashing. As designed, the Max-Available policy has the most balanced memory use. The Sticky-Max Available and Random policies are in the middle. For the Sophon policies, the MA/* and */MA policies have more balanced memory use than the others. MA/MA provides the most balanced use, almost to the same degree as the Max-Available policy. SR/MC is the most imbalanced among the Sophon.
policies because, for both warm starts and cold starts, current memory use is not a direct decision factor. Although SR/MC has higher memory imbalance, it has less container thrashing than SR/MA under high load (Figure 4.14), which shows balancing memory usage should not be the only goal in scheduling cold containers, and avoiding container thrashing should be a priority.

**Recommendation.** At a high level, all of the Sophon policies significantly improve upon the various node-grained policies including OpenWhisk Sticky-Random policies. Compared to each other, the various Sophon policies exhibit similar throughput. Overall, though, the MA/MC policy provides the best latency, and thus is the recommended scheduling policy for Sophon.

### 4.6.2 Overheads

**Sampling.** Sampling reduces the computation overhead of the scheduling process. To show sampling does not negatively impact scheduling quality, I compare the scheduling quality of Sophon with and without sampling. I use a cluster consisting of 50 Invokers, each with 20 GB memory capacity, and sampling just considers 10 Invokers when scheduling. I schedule the trace workload with and without sampling and compare the maximum throughput and cold start percentage.
Figure 4.16. Throughput and cold start percentage comparison of vanilla OpenWhisk, Sophon without sampling, and Sophon with sampling, indicating the scheduling quality. The cold start percentage is measured under 900 invocations/s workloads.

Since 50 Invokers exceeds the capacity of our experimental testbed, I use a container stub implementation instead of the full Docker container runtime for the test. The container stub implements OpenWhisk’s Container interface and emulates real container execution behaviors like cold star delays, initialization delays, and function call runtime. The container stub allows us to scale the number of Invokers to a meaningful regime for comparing sampling to complete information. Since the container stub does not have real workloads, I run all the 50 Invokers on the same c5d.24xlarge instance.

Figure 4.16 shows function throughput and cold start percentage of vanilla and Sophon with and without sampling. The maximum invocation throughputs with and without sampling are similar, both at around 1700/s. The cold start percentages are also similar. These results show that Sophon with sampling provides similar scheduling results as Sophon without sampling, and both perform better than vanilla OpenWhisk.

Scheduling throughput. More sophisticated scheduling policies come with computation overheads. I measure the scheduling overhead of Sophon’s container-grained scheduling, with and without sampling, and compare it with vanilla OpenWhisk. I use container stubs to scale the system to 100 Invokers, each with 40 GB of memory. The capacity of the Invokers is higher so that I can stress test the scheduler performance instead of the Invokers. The workload is
generated from the Azure trace as before.

Figure 4.17 shows the results. The vanilla OpenWhisk scheduler has a maximum throughput of 3,828 invocations/s. Sophon’s throughput is 3,255 invocations/s without sampling, and 3,542 invocations/s with sampling. Sampling reduces the scheduler’s load by evaluating 10 Invokers instead of 100 Invokers, making Sophon’s scheduler throughput closer to the simple Sticky-Random scheduling of vanilla OpenWhisk.

4.7 Related Work

**Serverless platforms and scheduling.** As discussed in Section 4.1.2, scheduling polices for serverless platforms fall into two categories based on whether sandbox scheduling and placement of function invocations are coupled or decoupled. Serverless systems that rely on container orchestration services like Knative [51], Kubeless [52], and OpenFaas [70] are examples of decoupled approaches.

Decoupled systems separate placement of the container from the scheduling of individual function invocations. The scheduling of invocations is decentralized, which can lead to under-utilization and resource contention for different functions since there is no global fine control over the load of each worker node.

Kaffes et al. [46] proposed the idea of core-grained serverless scheduling. Their proposal is to design a central scheduler to directly assign function invocations to worker CPU cores to avoid imbalances and contention. They assume the function code to be lightweight lean user
code instead of container images and ignore the cold start latencies. However, cold starts remain a major issue in real-world serverless platforms [90]. Sophon is container-centric and takes into consideration container lifecycles to avoid cold starts.

**Job scheduling and task scheduling.** Traditional distributed job scheduling and task scheduling have been extensively studied in the research literature. Sparrow [72] is a distributed task scheduler that supports up to a million scheduling requests per second. However, since it targets a task scheduling scenario where the runtime environment is already set up and ready to accept requests, it cannot be directly applied to serverless scheduling where cold starts and setting up environments are a major source of overheads. Traditional cluster schedulers like Hydra [22], Mesos [39], and YARN [92] are designed for workloads with longer durations and lower request rates, and as such are not directly translatable to the serverless scheduling problem.

**Cold start mitigation.** Cold starts play an important factor in serverless performance, and as such significant attention has been paid to reducing serverless cold start overheads. Shahrad et al. [78] propose a hybrid policy based on histograms that use the history of serverless invocations to predict the arrival of future invocations. Based on these predictions, the system can evict containers to free up resources or pre-warm containers to reduce cold starts. This work is largely complimentary to Sophon since the invocation predictions can be used by Sophon to proactively create or evict containers to improve resource utilization.

FaasCache [32] tackles the single-server container keep-alive problem. They model container keep-alive policy as a cache replacement problem. The choice of which container to evict is based on a keep-alive priority calculated from recency of use, invocation frequency, cold start cost, and memory size. They use a hit-ratio curve to determine the optimal size of resources allocated to a function. FaasCache deals with local container provisioning and is complimentary to Sophon. Their keep-alive priority can be integrated into Sophon’s Min-Cost policy to enable cluster-level container keep-alive policy.

OpenWhisk can be configured to use a pre-warming technique called “stem cell”. It starts a container with a given memory size and language runtime. If an invocation arrives
and finds a stem cell that has matching memory size and language runtime, it can use the pre-warmed container to skip the container startup process and start to install user code. The limitations of this pre-warming approach is that the platform needs to assume a quantized memory allocation coupled with the language runtimes of future invocations. Unfortunately, prewarmed containers may take memory resources that can be used for other containers, and do not support user-provisioned images. PCPM and Particle [64] tackle network overheads in container setup using pooling of network abstractions and lightweight network abstraction. SOCK [68] reduces container cold start time by using a combination of lightweight abstractions and pooling methods. SAND [2] improves function initialization latency by using per-application sandboxing instead of per-function sandboxing. Firecracker [1] and LightVM [60] are lightweight VMs that are tailored for serverless scenarios that require the rapid creation of sandboxes. The above approaches can reduce cold start overhead to various degrees, but cannot solve the general container cold start problem especially when the container image is large, and thus container cold start mitigation remains an open question.

4.8 Conclusion

Existing node-grained serverless schedulers ignore the states of warm containers, which causes functions to compete for container resources, increases cold starts and unnecessary evictions, and degrades performance. In this chapter I propose Sophon, a container-grained serverless scheduler implemented in OpenWhisk, that tracks container states to more carefully schedule requests, minimize container contention, and reduce the number of cold starts and evictions. Evaluations show Sophon can greatly improve maximum throughput of OpenWhisk while providing much lower latency for function invocations.

Furthermore, in the original OpenWhisk, GPSL applications are prone to container thrashing problem due to their higher resource demands. Sophon mitigates the container thrashing problem, which reduces the number of cold starts and reduces invocation latency. This is
significant for GPSL applications like Sprocket since GPSL performance is sensitive to few slower stragglers that become performance bottlenecks.

Sophon reduces the number of cold starts, which benefits GPSL performance while improving system throughput, which can eventually reduce operational cost for users. However, in some cases a cold start is inevitable. In the next chapter I will describe how cold start latency can be reduced using snapshot-based virtual machines.
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Chapter 5

FaaSnap: FaaS Made Fast Using Snapshot-based VMs

In Chapter 4, I introduced Sophon, which makes high-quality scheduling decisions to improve serverless system efficiency by avoiding cold starts as much as possible. However, in the case that cold starts are unavoidable, their latency leads to long delays for serverless execution. The cold start delay especially impacts GPSL performance since bursty GPSL workloads are likely to cause more cold starts, and the cold-start delays hurt overall performance since such stragglers often become the performance bottlenecks.

Both academia and industry have explored cold start mitigation using techniques like lightweight sandboxing [1, 60, 79], sharing of resources among instances [2, 27], or cloning pre-initialized environments in memory [13, 68, 89].

Virtual machine snapshots are a recent method developed to mitigate cold starts by restoring the guest VM to an existing warm initialized state to avoid the time-consuming steps of cold start like initializing runtimes and loading libraries [29]. Existing VM snapshot methods apply lazy loading of guest memory to avoid loading the whole guest memory when starting guest VMs. The memory pages are loaded from disk on-demand when accessed by the guest. However, the guest page accesses exhibit low spacial locality, leading to many major page faults and scattered disk reads that add significant overhead and slow down function execution.

Focusing on the active memory working set at the time when a snapshot is taken is
a promising direction for improving snapshot and restore performance. By prefetching the working set when restoring a snapshot for a function invocation, slow major page faults and disk reads can be avoided during execution. Zhang et al. [96] explore this approach in the context of traditional virtual machine environments, scanning the access bits of page table entries to determine the recent working set of a guest VM at checkpoint time to reduce page faults after restoring. REAP [88] is the state-of-the-art for using working sets to accelerate snapshot restoring for FaaS. REAP assumes memory access is stable across function invocations and prefetches a compact representation of the working set pages of previous invocations when serving new ones. However, as I show, this assumption does not hold when the function input data differs significantly from previous invocations, leading to page accesses outside of the working set that slow down the invocation. In addition, the guest VM is paused until the entire working set has been restored, a problem especially troublesome for functions with large working sets.

Analyzing the snapshot behavior of FaaS functions, I present several notable observations on guest VM snapshots for FaaS. First, there is substantial differences in performance between major page faults and minor page faults, and the host OS page cache can be used to reduce the cost of major page faults. Second, due to the variance of function inputs and execution flows, the working set can change dramatically. Pages used by previous invocations should be treated as a reference for future invocations, and restoring a snapshot should efficiently handle invocations whose working set substantially differs. Third, a semantic gap between host pages and guest pages leads to unnecessary disk reads that slow down functions.

Based on these observations I propose FaaSnap, an efficient VM snapshot loading method that integrates several new techniques to reduce the cost of restoring guest VM snapshots and thereby improve overall FaaS invocation performance. Concurrent paging and working set groups avoid blocking function invocations while loading the working set, and opportunistically prevent slow disk reads by taking advantage of the host OS page cache. Host page recording relaxes the working set criteria to better tolerate variance in pages used by future invocations. Per-region mapping bridges the semantic gap between the host and the guest by handling memory
pages differently based on their content. Finally, FaaSnap uses loading sets, a more compact working set definition, and an efficient layout of the loading set file that improves working set prefetching by removing unnecessary pages and consolidating disk reads.

I implement FaaSnap based on Firecracker, a lightweight VM tailored for serverless workloads. FaaSnap improves function execution by up to 3.5x compared to REAP snapshots. It is on average only 3.5% slower than snapshots cached in memory across a wide range of FaaS functions. FaaSnap is resilient to changes of working set across invocations, and remains efficient under GPSL-like workloads and when snapshots are located in remote storage.

5.1 Background and Related Work

5.1.1 Cold start problem

If the environment for a FaaS application does not exist when a function is invoked, the FaaS platform needs to initialize the environment for invoking the function, a process called cold start. The initialization steps include creating the virtual network, booting the isolation sandbox (usually a VM or a container), installing the function code, initializing the runtime, etc. The initialization steps take from several seconds up to minutes. A cold start is especially costly for FaaS since more than 50% of all invocations are less than 1 second, and 75% are less than 3 seconds [78]. The long cold start process can negatively impact both the performance of FaaS applications and system capacity. Therefore, many platforms keep the environment alive after an invocation finishes using an optimization called warm start. The warm state of the environment, including the runtime, loaded libraries, and accessed files, are kept in memory or in the page cache. In subsequent invocations, the environment and warm state are reused to accelerate function invocation.

However, there is a cost for keeping warm resources alive. Too many idle environments consume memory, reducing overall system capacity and throughput for invoking functions. Moreover, experience from large providers, such as the real-world traces from Azure [78],
reveals that only a small portion of functions are invoked frequently. Less than half of the functions are invoked every hour, and less than 10% are invoked every minute. Cloud providers only keep the environment alive for a short period of time after an invocation is finished to minimize wasting resources; AWS Lambda keeps functions warm for 15-60 minutes [32]. As a result, invocations of hot functions are likely to have warm starts, while less frequent functions are prone to cold starts.

The cold start overheads can be generally divided into two parts, booting and initializing state. Booting a VM takes at least several seconds. Initializing memory state includes starting runtime, installing function code, loading libraries, etc., which can take seconds to minutes.

5.1.2 Booting time mitigation

Containers [58, 19, 81] are a more lightweight isolation mechanism than virtual machines. Containers use kernel abstractions like cgroups and namespaces to provide isolation among instances. The overhead of starting a container can be the same order of magnitude as starting a process.

However, in multi-tenant clouds like AWS and Azure, VMs are used as the sandboxing mechanism. VMs have a simpler, more stable guest-host interface than container’s syscall interface and is considered more secure [60]. The downside is that VMs are traditionally designed for general-purpose guests. Full-fledged heavyweight VMs lead to long booting times for cold starts.

Unikernels have been explored to accelerate VM booting time [59]. Unikernels trim the guest kernel by customizing it for the application and eliminate the kernel-application boundary. LightVM [60] reduces the booting time to less than 10 ms by using a unikernel and a Xen VMM specialized for serverless computing. Faasm [79] uses lightweight language-based isolation to avoid the cost of virtualization.

Firecracker [1] is an open-source virtual machine monitor from Amazon and is used by AWS Lambda and other cloud services as a security sandbox. It uses a lightweight design that is
tailored to serverless computing. The device emulation is minimized and BIOS is excluded to improve performance and reduce resource consumption. Firecracker can boot an unmodified Linux kernel in 125 ms.

### 5.1.3 Preparing memory state

In FaaS, not only does the isolation sandbox need to be created, the initialization of the OS, runtime, and libraries also takes significant time. Du et al. [26] report that the majority of cold start time in Google’s gVisor is spent on the initialization of runtimes.

Copying existing memory state that has already been initialized is a method to skip the initialization step. Potemkin [89] proposed flash VM cloning and copy-on-write delta virtualization to quickly make copies of existing VMs. Snowflock [56] enables the cloning of VMs to remote hosts, lazily transferring guest pages to remote hosts when handling guest page faults. SOCK [68] is a container-based isolation system that creates copies of existing processes that have already initialized runtimes and libraries to skip the initialization step. SEUSS [13] takes in-memory snapshots of a unikernel guest and removes redundant execution paths, including initializing runtime and importing libraries, by serving invocations from the memory snapshots.

These systems require an existing VM or container for the function to exist in memory. This requirement is not always feasible in FaaS due to its memory resource consumption, especially for less frequently invoked functions.

### 5.1.4 Snapshots

Snapshot and restore is another method for avoiding booting and initialization overheads. The VM or container in-memory state can be saved to a file, and later the state can be restored from the file, skipping the initialization steps.

gVisor [36], a sandboxed container runtime by Google, supports checkpoint and restore. The latency of restoring a gVisor container can be a few hundreds of milliseconds due to the
loading of guest memory and recovering guest kernel state. Catalyzer [26] uses optimizations including lazy memory loading and restoring some kernel state out of the critical path. The memory pages are read on-demand, reducing the initial wait time.

Firecracker recently introduced a snapshot and restore feature [29]. A Firecracker snapshot can be restored in a few milliseconds, a drastic reduction from typical cold start latencies. A Firecracker snapshot includes a snapshot file that stores the state of the VM like virtual devices and CPU registers as well as a memory file, which is the copy of the entire guest physical memory.

When Firecracker restores a snapshot, it loads and restores the VM state and maps the guest memory file to the VMM memory region that is provided to KVM (the virtual machine monitor in the host system) as the guest memory. Similar to Catalyzer, the guest memory pages are then loaded by the host on-demand when guest page faults happen.

While this approach to snapshot and restore improves performance, the cold start problem is still not entirely solved. Although the VM state can be restored and guest memory initialized in just milliseconds, to do any useful work, the guest needs to access at least a few thousand memory pages. Lazy restore only loads pages when the guest VM accesses them and creates page faults. As motivated by REAP [88], and our experiments also show in Section 5.2, a simple hello-world function takes more than 200 ms to execute using Firecracker snapshots, compared to a warm VM which finishes within 4 ms. Guest page faults are slow because the pages need to be read from disk, and the reads are small and scattered.

### 5.1.5 Working sets

Zhang et al. [96] proposed accelerating the lazy restore of VMs by eagerly prefetching working set pages. The working set is estimated by detecting which pages have been accessed recently before a snapshot. Their approach continuously scans the access bits in the page table to obtain the working set. When creating a snapshot, the working set pages are stored in a separate file. In the restore step, the working set pages are loaded sequentially and copied to the guest
memory before the guest VM starts. This optimization decreases the number of future guest VM page faults. Halite [95] merges pages that are accessed together into locality groups. During restoring of the VM, when any page in the group is accessed, the whole group is prefetched.

REAP [88] is the state-of-the-art in optimizing serverless performance using working sets. Their observation is that serverless functions tend to access a stable set of pages across invocations. The idea is to prefetch pages accessed from previous invocations when an invocation starts. REAP uses userfaultfd, a kernel feature that allows user-level programs to handle page faults. It records the pages accessed in the first invocation into a working set file. In subsequent invocations, the working set pages are prefetched and installed in the guest memory, reducing the number of later page faults and disk reads. The working set pages are saved to a compact working set file and can be fetched in a single batch read, avoiding the cost of scattered page reads.

REAP works well for some workloads. However, as we show in Section 5.2, its performance is sensitive to changes in the working set. Invocation performance decreases when the working set differs significantly from the previous invocations because of change of input data, or when large amounts of anonymous pages are allocated in the guest. Both cases are common in real-world serverless functions.

## 5.2 Snapshot Analysis

To understand the overheads and challenges in snapshot-based function invocations, we measure several aspects of snapshot restoring of Firecracker VMs and REAP. We conduct our experiments using our FaaSnap platform, which we describe in more detail in Section 5.3.1.

### 5.2.1 Measurements

We measure the invocation of the following functions: a trivial **hello-world** function that replies with a “hello” string; a **read-list** function that reads every page of a large (512 MB) existing Python list; an **mmap** function that memory maps a large (512 MB) anonymous
memory region and writes to every page of the region; an image function from Function-Bench [49], a comprehensive FaaS benchmark, that processes a JPEG image. image-diff is the same as image except it uses different inputs across invocations. In real-world deployments, inputs are most likely different across invocations.

We measure each function under four settings. Warm executes a function using a warm VM cached in memory that served a previous invocation. Firecracker executes a function by restoring a VM from a standard Firecracker snapshot memory file that was recorded and saved after a VM served a previous invocation. Cached executes a function similarly to Firecracker, but the snapshot memory file is loaded into the page cache so that there is no disk read overhead. While not practical in real-world deployments, it is a useful reference point for comparing snapshotting systems. We integrated REAP into our platform as an optional setting. REAP executes a function using a snapshot memory file together with a working set file created from a previous invocation, and it loads the entire working set file into memory immediately before executing the function.

For the time breakdown tests, we measure the time of the setup and execution steps for all functions. For additional insight, we also measure the time the guest VM spent handling page faults (kvm_mmu_page_fault kernel function) specifically for the image-diff function. We use bpftrace [77], a tracing tool based on eBPF, for the page fault measurements.

The host is an AWS EC2 c5d.metal instance with an Ubuntu Linux kernel version of 5.4.0. The disk is an NVMe SSD with measured maximum throughput of 1589 MB/s and 285,000 IOPS. The guest VM is configured with 2 GB of memory and 1 VCPU. Guest VMs use Debian Linux with a 4.14 kernel.

5.2.2 Time breakdowns

The time breakdown results are shown in Figure 5.1. The gray bars show the time taken to set up the VM, including starting the VMM, restoring virtual devices and CPU states, and for REAP, loading working sets. The primary color bars show the time to invoke the functions. As
Figure 5.1. Time breakdown of function invocations. Primary color bars are function invocations. Gray bars are for VM setup, including starting the VMM, connecting virtual devices, restoring VM CPU state, etc.

expected, Warm outperforms all other settings. The *hello-world* function completes in 4 ms, much faster than all other settings. Warm is so fast because it does not have the overheads of restoring and setting up the VM, and it already has most of the guest VM state in physical memory.

Among the snapshot-based systems, Firecracker is the slowest. Firecracker uses OS on-demand paging, and a page is only read when accessed by the guest or prefetched when nearby pages are accessed. Small reads on the disk are slow (relative to memory) even on high performance NVMe SSDs. Cached has the best performance for all the functions except *hello-world*. Its contrast with Firecracker highlights the importance of avoiding costly disk reads in page fault handling. The function invocation times of Cached for the *image* and *image-diff* functions are close to that of Warm. For the *read-list* and *mmap* functions, however, Cached is significantly slower because, although Cached avoids all the major page faults that read from disk, minor page faults are still needed to install the page table entries for the pages in the host OS page cache.

REAP performs well for the *hello-world* and *image* functions, where the function
is supplied with the same input data as the previous invocation. The invocation time is similar to that of Cached and Warm. However, in image-diff where the input data differs for the second invocation, its performance degrades. REAP relies on the VM using a stable set of pages across invocations. When the pages used are significantly different, it handles the pages that are not in the working set file at user level, reducing performance. The read-list and mmap functions have a large working set. As a result, the setup step takes a long time to load and install the working set. Once installed, though, invocation becomes fast. The read-list and mmap invocation steps are faster for REAP than Cached because the pages are installed into the host page table by REAP’s userfaultfd handler.

The mmap function allocates anonymous memory in the guest. However, because the whole guest memory is mapped to the host memory file, the host does not know the guest is allocating anonymous memory. As a result, allocating guest memory causes disk reads on the host, which is much slower than allocating from anonymous memory on the host.

5.2.3 Page fault behavior

The distribution of page fault handling times is shown in Figure 5.2. We test the image-diff function invoked on the four systems. The x ticks represent times spent handling a page fault, and each bar between ticks counts the number of page faults whose time falls into that interval. Note that both axes are in log scale.

Warm has around 4,000 page faults, while all the snapshot-based systems have around 9,000. Warm VMs have many of their pages already loaded into physical memory, and the page faults are caused by accessing new pages not touched in the first invocation. Since warm VMs are booted from VM images, and the guest memory region is mapped to host anonymous memory, the warm page faults are quickly handled using anonymous memory, which is faster than file-backed mappings that go through the page cache layer. The average time is 2.5 microseconds, and more than 90% of the warm page faults take less than 4 microseconds. The total time of handling all the page faults is 12 ms.
Figure 5.2. Distributions of page fault handling time for image-diff under different settings. Both axes are log-scale.

Cached handles more than 90% of the page faults in less than 8 microseconds, and the average time is 3.7 microseconds. All the Cached page faults are minor page faults that are served by the page cache. The time to handle page faults for Cached takes slightly longer than that of Warm because it has to access the page cache layer. The total page fault handling time is 35 ms.

Firecracker is the slowest among the four systems, with an average page fault time of 13.3 microseconds. Nearly 9% of the page faults take more than 32 microseconds, which are slow major page faults that read from disk. When handling a page fault from disk, the readahead mechanism in the host kernelfetches pages near the faulting page into the page cache to reduce future disk reads. The page faults shorter than 32 microseconds are mostly minor page faults served from the page cache, and they show a distribution similar to that of Cached. The total page fault handling time is 120 ms.

REAP page faults have an interesting distribution. Pages from the working set file are installed into the host page table by userfaultfd at the beginning of the invocation. Page
faults on these pages are processed in less than 4 microseconds since the host page table entries already exist. Page faults outside of the working set causes the userspace \texttt{userfaultfd} process to read from the original memory file. Depending on whether the page in the memory file has been prefetched into the page cache, the handling can be relatively fast (8–64 microseconds) or slow (>128 microseconds). Userspace \texttt{userfaultfd} adds an overhead of several microseconds to each page fault outside of the working set. The average page fault time is 6.7 microseconds, and the total page fault handling time is 56 ms. Although REAP handles pages faults faster than Firecracker, its execution time is longer than Firecracker. With REAP, the guest cannot immediately resume after a page fault is handled, causing context switches that slow down guest execution.

5.2.4 Summary

We make several observations from these experiments: (1) The performance difference between Firecracker and Cached, and the time difference between handling minor and major page faults, highlight the benefits of caching pages in memory. The OS page cache can play an important role in accelerating VM page faults; (2) The working set of a function can change dramatically due to changes in input data or function execution flow. Therefore the page accesses in previous invocations should be treated as a reference, and restoring a snapshot should efficiently handle invocations whose working set substantially differs; (3) The anonymous page allocation in the guest memory is translated to unnecessary file-backed page fault on the host because of the semantic gap between the guest and the host.

5.3 FaaSnap

Based on the observations from Section 5.2, we propose FaaSnap, a snapshot loading mechanism that handles real-world FaaS snapshot paging more efficiently. We introduce several techniques and optimizations to improve various aspects of snapshot loading. We first describe the system design, and then detail each of the optimization techniques in turn.
Figure 5.3. High level system architecture. Blue elements are FaaSnap components, and gray elements are existing Firecracker components. Dashed components are expected to interact with the FaaSnap daemon in real-world FaaS deployments, but are not needed in our use of FaaSnap.

5.3.1 System design

Figure 5.3 shows a system diagram of FaaSnap. The blue elements are FaaSnap components and the gray elements are existing Firecracker components. The dashed components are expected to interact with the FaaSnap daemon in real-world FaaS deployments, but are not needed in our experimental use of FaaSnap.

The FaaSnap daemon is the core system component of FaaSnap. It communicates with the Firecracker VMM and manages related resources, and it forwards invocation requests to the VMs. It is similar to the “MicroManager” component in Firecracker deployments in AWS [1]. The FaaSnap daemon manages local VM images, guest kernels, snapshot memory and working set files, active VMs, and network resources like namespaces and virtual network devices. All of the techniques described in this section are implemented in the FaaSnap daemon except for the provisioning of the guest memory. FaaSnap also exposes an API to allow remote clients to control resources and send invocation requests. In real-world deployed FaaS systems, the remote clients would be load balancers that route invocation requests and cluster-level resource managers that control the VM lifecycles.

We modify the Firecracker VMM for the provisioning of FaaSnap guest memory.
5.3.2 Concurrent paging

As shown in Section 5.2, default on-demand paging is costly because many slow VM page faults that need disk reads occur during an invocation. REAP, on the other hand, prefetches all of the previously accessed pages to avoid page faults during an invocation. The downside of this approach is that it results in a long initial loading step that blocks the invocation process. The problem is even more pronounced when the working set is large (Figure 5.1).

Instead of blocking the VM while waiting for the prefetch to complete, the FaaSnap daemon starts the VM immediately after setup, similar to the original Firecracker implementation. Once the daemon receives an invocation request, it starts a loader thread to prefetch the pages from the working set recorded in earlier invocations. FaaSnap starts the loader as a thread in the daemon instead of a thread in the Firecracker VMM so that it can start prefetching immediately when the daemon receives the invocation request, and does not need to wait for the VMM to start executing.

Thus FaaSnap supports concurrent page faults from both the VM and the FaaSnap loader. If a page is first accessed by the loader, the page fault handler will read and install the page into the page cache. When the page is later accessed by the VM, the page will be served from the page cache, resulting in a faster minor page fault instead of a blocking major page fault. Pages first accessed by the VM cause a blocking major page fault. Although it cannot guarantee that all the working set pages are first read by the FaaSnap loader, we show in Section 5.5 that concurrent paging reduces a significant portion of major VM page faults while removing the need for a long initial read step that blocks VM execution.

5.3.3 Working set group

To move disk reads out of the critical path of VM page fault handling, the daemon loader needs to prefetch pages before the VM accesses them. Ideally, the loader should access the pages in an order similar to that of the VM so that the loader has a higher chance of prefetching a
page before the VM. A straightforward idea is to record the order of page accesses in the first invocation, and let the loader access the pages in the same exact order. However, loading the pages using the previous access order exhibits poor locality, leaving the Linux readahead mechanism ineffective in its prefetching. For the image-diff function execution, for instance, reading by access order takes the loader 100 ms longer than sequential address order, which slows down populating the page cache with prefetched pages.

Instead, FaaSnap uses an approximate order for loading. It divides the working set pages into several working set groups by their access order: e.g., the first N accessed pages are assigned group 1, the next N accessed pages are assigned group 2, etc. The loader reads groups in increasing group number, and reads pages within a group sequentially. In this way, the loader is more likely to access a page earlier than the guest while preserving disk access locality when loading. From our experiments, we find N = 1024 works well across the function benchmarks and use this value in our evaluations. Note that the working set group is different from Halite [95], where locality groups are used to predict clustering of pages instead of ordering of accesses.

5.3.4 Host page recording

To determine the working set of the guest VM, in previous work Zhang et al. [96] scanned the access bits of the page table entries and REAP used userfaultfd to record the address of every faulting guest page. In both methods, the working set obtained is limited to the faulting guest pages. However, the host kernel readahead mechanism fetches extra pages on each page fault that are not tracked with userfaultfd or access bits. While tracking only the faulting pages is a natural design decision, we find that, when handling invocations with different inputs, it improves performance if the working set includes not only the faulting guest pages but also the host pages cached by readahead. The reason is the pages touched by readahead can be accessed in future invocations when function inputs are different and the working set changes. In other words, readahead can “predict” some future guest memory accesses even if
the pages are not touched in previous invocations.

Instead, FaaSnap uses the mincore syscall to construct the working set file. mincore scans the present bits in the page table entries to determine if pages in a memory range are present in memory. In our case, it detects if guest pages are in the host page cache. By calling mincore repeatedly, FaaSnap records the new pages loaded since the last mincore call. It assigns a working set group number to pages using the order they appear in the mincore scans. As an added benefit, mincore has lower overhead than userfaultfd for recording working set pages since it does not need to invoke a user-level process to handle and record a page fault. By including present pages instead of just accessed pages in the working set, FaaSnap is more tolerant of changes in the working set.

5.3.5 Per-region memory mapping

The Firecracker snapshot implementation maps the entire guest memory to the guest memory file. As a result, all guest page faults, including anonymous page faults, are translated into more costly file-backed page faults on the host, which degrades performance as shown in Section 5.2.

In the guest kernel, an anonymous page is initially attached to a read-only all-zero page. Any write to the anonymous page traps to the guest’s copy-on-write page fault handler, which copies the zero page into a newly allocated guest physical page. This page copy traps into the file-backed page fault handler in the host kernel, which issues a disk read request. However, the read is unnecessary since the page is being overwritten with zeros.

The nature of the problem is a semantic gap between the host and the guest. The host kernel does not know the cause of the guest page fault. If the host kernel knows the guest is trying to access a newly allocated page, it can happily serve the page in the anonymous region. One solution to the problem is to use a paravirtualized kernel to explicitly provide the host kernel the cause of the page fault so that the host can handle it accordingly.

We choose a simpler approach. Instead of memory-mapping the entire guest memory file,
FaaSnap only maps the pages that are non-zero to the guest memory file. Zero pages are instead mmap’d to anonymous host memory. Although guest zero pages are not necessarily anonymous pages in the guest, using anonymous memory in the host still guarantees that the pages are initialized to zero, thus providing correct semantics. When an invocation is finished, FaaSnap scans the guest memory file, merging consecutive zero pages into zero regions and non-zero pages into non-zero regions. A region is also assigned a group number, which is the lowest group number of any page in the region. During an invocation, our modifications to the Firecracker VMM mmap zero regions to anonymous memory, and non-zero regions to the memory file. In this way, a page fault on the guest zero page will be handled by host anonymous memory instead of triggering a slow disk read.

Another optimization is the handling of freed pages. If the guest kernel frees a guest physical page, its contents no longer matter and it will be overwritten to zero when allocated again. However, Linux does not actively clear the contents of a freed page. The host has no way to know if a page has been freed and no longer needed. We modify the guest kernel so that it always sanitizes freed pages, writing zeroes to the page. As a result, FaaSnap excludes the freed pages from the set of non-zero pages, and future accesses to the freed pages will be fast anonymous page faults.

5.3.6 Loading set

As discussed above, the FaaSnap daemon uses mincore to determine the working set of a function invocation during the record phase. Since the working set often includes zero regions, which FaaSnap maps to anonymous memory, the loader does not need to prefetch the zero regions during the restore. We define the loading set as the working set pages excluding the zero pages. The group numbers of the loading set regions are derived from the working set. As a result, the loader only needs to prefetch the loading set regions.

The VMM needs to mmap every loading set region when setting up the VM for an invocation. Even for a simple hello-world function, there can be more than 1000 loading
set regions, and the overhead to create large numbers of mappings is not negligible. However, we find that many loading set regions adjacent in the guest address space are only separated by a few non-loading set pages (i.e., either zero pages or non-working set pages). FaaSnap merges these adjacent regions by including the pages in between them. This relaxation greatly reduces the number of regions that need to be separately mapped, while only adding a small amount of additional data read. The distance threshold for merging two regions is empirically set to 32 pages, a value that reduces the number of regions to small enough while not adding too many unneeded pages. For hello-world, merging regions reduces the number of regions to less than 100, while total amount of data increases by only 5%.

5.3.7 Loading set file

Our experience is that, across a variety of functions, the loading set pages tend to be scattered throughout the guest physical address space. Scattered reads, though, usually lead to lower disk performance. Similar to REAP, FaaSnap stores the loading set into a compact file that only contains the loading set pages so that the loader reads it more efficiently.

In contrast to REAP, though, FaaSnap sorts the loading set regions first by their group numbers, then by their addresses. The file offsets and sizes of the regions are cached in the FaaSnap daemon. When a function is invoked, the FaaSnap daemon tells the VMM to \texttt{mmap} the loading set regions using the recorded file offsets and lengths. The loader then reads the loading set file in sequential order, caching the pages that are scattered in the guest address space. When the guest VM accesses those pages, they result in a minor page fault that installs the page in the guest. Furthermore, as described in Section 5.3.2, FaaSnap supports concurrent paging so that reading the loading set file does not block function execution.

5.3.8 Summary

Table 5.1 summarizes the four types of pages in the guest VM memory. The loading set pages (i.e., non-zero pages in the working set) are mapped to the loading set file using offsets
Table 5.1. Types of pages and their mapping in FaaSnap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Non-zero</th>
<th>Working set</th>
<th>Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loading set</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>loading set file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold set</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>memory file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Released set</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused set</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.4.** VMM guest memory mappings and backing files. Mappings are created from the bottom layer to the top layer using the overlapping semantics of the kernel, where upper layers override the pages of lower layers. Zero regions are mapped to anonymous pages (white bar). The cold set (non-zero regions not in the working set) is mapped to the memory file (gray bar). The loading set is mapped to the loading set file. The numbers in the loading set denote group numbers, lower group numbers are stored in earlier locations in the loading set file. The loading set file is read in sequential order.

recorded when the loading set file was created and used by the loader in the daemon during subsequent function invocations. The cold set are non-zero pages not accessed during the first invocation. These pages are usually more than 100 MB in size, and most of them are pages used in the guest booting process. The cold set are mapped to the original memory file using the same offset as in the guest memory. They are less likely to be accessed during the next invocation, so they are not included in the loading set file, but they still need to be mapped to the original memory file to ensure memory integrity in case they are accessed. The released set are zero pages touched in the first invocation, and are primarily pages freed by the guest kernel. The unused set are zero pages that are never touched. Both the released and unused sets can be safely mapped to anonymous memory.
One way to map these regions is to make non-overlapping `mmap` calls for each individual region. However, we can reduce the number of `mmap` calls by mapping smaller regions on top of existing ones in a hierarchy. First, an anonymous region for the entire guest address space is mapped. Then non-zero regions are mapped to the same offset in the memory file. Finally, the loading set regions are mapped to pre-recorded offsets in the loading set file. Figure 5.4 shows the VMM memory structure and the corresponding mapped files.

FaaSnap combines all the techniques described above, and Figure 5.5 shows a flow chart for the steps. In the first invocation, or record phase, the VM is started from restoring a “clean” snapshot. FaaSnap obtains the working set groups using repeated `mincore` syscalls to the memory file. After the invocation, a new snapshot is created to store the warm state. FaaSnap then scans the new memory file to find non-zero pages. The loading set is the intersection between the working set and non-zero pages. Adjacent loading set regions are merged to reduce the number of regions. The loading set is then stored into a compact loading set file in the order of group numbers and the region offsets are recorded.

In a subsequent invocation, or test phase, FaaSnap will use the new memory file and loading set file. Concurrent paging uses the host OS page cache to reduce guest major page faults. Per-region memory mapping allows different sets to be handled separately to improve performance. Overlapping `mmap` calls are used to simplify the mapping process. With all the optimizations combined, FaaSnap significantly reduces the guest VM’s page fault handling time on the critical path.

**Figure 5.5.** Flow chart of FaaSnap snapshot and restore.
5.4 Implementation

The majority of FaaSnap is implemented in the daemon with minor parts implemented in the Firecracker VMM for the per-region mapping technique. FaaSnap consists of ~2,500 lines of Go code (not including REAP integration) and ~200 lines of Rust code in the Firecracker VMM.

Code for functions is installed as Python files in the guest VM. We built a Flask-based server that runs in the guest and waits for HTTP invocation requests and invokes function code. The FaaSnap daemon supports operations like creating functions using installed images and kernels, booting VMs for a function, invoking functions on the booted VM, taking snapshots of a VM, restoring snapshots, etc. FaaS applications rely on external storage to store state, including input, output, and intermediate data, that persists beyond the lifetime of a function invocation. We run an in-memory Redis data store on the host for external storage for functions.

The daemon starts and manages the Firecracker VMM upon receiving user requests through an API. It communicates with Firecracker using HTTP via Firecracker’s Unix sockets. Once the guest VM is started, it uses the guest IP address to connect to the Flask server (running in the guest) for invoking functions.

In the record phase, the daemon calls mincore on the mapped memory repeatedly to check for newly accessed pages to implement host page recording. Since the daemon only needs to record the 1024 recently accessed pages in a group, it waits for the guest to allocate enough new pages before calling mincore. The daemon polls procfs for the resident set size (RSS) of the guest. Once the RSS has more than 1024 new pages, it calls mincore to record them.

We extend the API call between the daemon and Firecracker VMM with additional arguments that specify the locations of non-zero regions and loading set regions. The daemon first allocates an anonymous region. It then uses the MAP_FIXED flag to place the overlapping non-zero and loading set regions onto the exact offsets of the anonymous region. The daemon then provides the whole memory region to KVM to use as the guest memory by issuing an
**5.5 Evaluation**

We evaluate the performance of FaaSnap, including function execution time, input size sensitivity, execution breakdown, the contributions of different optimizations to performance, and performance under bursty workloads and remote disks.

**5.5.1 Methodology**

Table 5.2 lists the functions we use for evaluation. The first three are synthetic, and the rest are from FunctionBench [49], SeBS [20], and Sprocket [7]. The functions cover a wide range of applications including web requests, multimedia, scientific computing, machine learning, and graph processing. To reflect the expected scenario where the same function will have different inputs in different invocations, we prepare two sets of inputs. For functions with variable inputs, input A is smaller than input B. There are two phases in a test, a record phase and a test phase. The first invocation happens in the record phase, whose warm state in the guest memory is stored in the snapshot or the working set/loading set file. The test phase is the actual test. We use input

We modify the `free_pages_prepare` function in the guest kernel to sanitize freed pages. Sanitizing pages imposes overhead for the guest kernel (around 10% of execution time). Since sanitizing freed pages is only necessary during the record phase, we disable page sanitizing in the test phase. At the end of the record phase and before creating the snapshot, the FaaSnap daemon sends an HTTP request to the guest daemon, which signals the guest kernel to disable page sanitizing via the `procfs` interface.

The REAP developers generously support their system as an open-source project, and we integrated REAP as an optional mode for evaluation purposes. When receiving an invocation, the FaaSnap daemon registers the snapshot with REAP and activates REAP in a goroutine, which waits to receive the `userfaultfd` file descriptor through which it handles guest VM page faults on behalf of the kernel.
Table 5.2. Functions used in the evaluation. Different inputs are used in the record and test phases to get realistic results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Input A</th>
<th>Input B</th>
<th>Working Set A</th>
<th>Working Set B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hello-world</td>
<td>a minimal function</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>11.8 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read-list</td>
<td>read an 512 MB Python list</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>526 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mmap</td>
<td>allocate anonymous memory</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
<td>536 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>rotate a JPEG image</td>
<td>101 KB JPEG</td>
<td>103 KB JPEG</td>
<td>20.6 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Json</td>
<td>deserialize and serialize json</td>
<td>13 KB json</td>
<td>148 KB json</td>
<td>12.7 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyaes Chameleon</td>
<td>AES encryption render HTML table</td>
<td>string of 20k table size 30k</td>
<td>string of 22k table size 40k</td>
<td>12.6 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matmul</td>
<td>matrix multiplication</td>
<td>matrix size 2000</td>
<td>matrix size 2200</td>
<td>22.9 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFmpeg</td>
<td>apply grayscale filter</td>
<td>1-sec 480p video, 338KB</td>
<td>1-sec 480p video, 381KB</td>
<td>179 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression Recognition</td>
<td>file compression</td>
<td>13 KB file</td>
<td>148 KB file</td>
<td>15.3 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>igraph PageRank</td>
<td>graph size 90k</td>
<td>graph size 100k</td>
<td>104 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A in the record phase, input B in the test phase, and vice versa to evaluate the expected scenario where the input size grows or shrinks.

We drop the page cache of all the relevant files, including the snapshot memory file and the working set file, before each test to ensure we measure performance when the pages are actually read from disk.

Our measurement platform is an AWS c5d.metal instance with a 96 vCPU Intel Xeon Platinum 8275CL CPU running at 3.00 GHz, 192 GB of memory, and 25 Gbps network bandwidth. It runs Ubuntu Linux with a 5.4.0 kernel. Each guest VM has 2GB of memory and 2 vCPUs, a typical configuration in real-world FaaS systems like AWS Lambda. The guest uses Debian Linux with a 4.14 kernel. The disk is an NVMe SSD with measured maximum read throughput of 1589 MB/s and IOPS of 285,000.
5.5.2 Execution time

We first evaluate overall function execution time for different snapshot methods, which includes both guest VM setup and function invocation time. We measure the time to execute the functions listed in Table 5.2 using Firecracker, Cached, REAP, and FaaSnap snapshots. Cached snapshots preload the snapshot memory file into the page cache before execution. While not practical, we use it as a reference for other systems. We run each test five times and show the average and standard deviation.

![Execution time chart](image)

**Figure 5.6.** Execution time of the benchmark functions. Standard deviations are shown in error bars. Cached is used as a reference. FaaSnap shows similar results to Cached: most of the VM page faults are minor page faults, and the slow disk reads are taken out of the VM page fault critical path.

Figure 5.6 shows average execution time and standard deviation for the benchmark functions. The left subfigure uses input A in the record phase and input B in test phase, and the right subfigure reverses the inputs. Figure 5.7 shows the results of the three synthetic functions. These functions have the same input (or no input) for the record and test phases, and therefore are shown separately.

FaaSnap has the shortest execution time for all the functions compared to Firecracker and REAP snapshots. On average, it improves upon Firecracker by 2.0× and it improves upon REAP by 1.4×. Note that for the benchmark functions, FaaSnap’s speedup over REAP is higher when the test phase uses larger input B (1.55x) than when the test phase uses smaller input A (1.16x). The reason is that larger inputs in the test phase trigger more page faults outside of REAP’s
working set file (which was created with a smaller input), and these page faults are handled with more overhead at user level via REAP’s use of userfaultfd. FaaSnap’s per-region memory mapping, loading set, and host page recording techniques help it handle the workloads not captured by the working sets more efficiently. FaaSnap’s concurrent paging also prevents the initial long blocking of functions with large working sets.

Moreover, the performance of FaaSnap is close to Cached snapshots for most functions. FaaSnap loads most of the loading set pages to the host OS page cache before they are accessed by the guest VM. Performance with FaaSnap can sometimes even be faster than Cached because the per-region memory mapping technique allows page faults for zero pages to be handled in anonymous memory, which is faster than faulting from the page cache (Section 5.2). Cached snapshots outperform FaaSnap in the read-list and recognition functions because of their access patterns. These functions read existing pages aggressively, and the FaaSnap loader cannot always keep pace with the page faults created by the guest. On average FaaSnap snapshots are only 3.5% slower than Cached snapshots: FaaSnap provides performance using an SSD nearly equal to that of the in-memory page cache.

### 5.5.3 Input size sensitivity

To further evaluate the sensitivity of the snapshot methods to input variation, we perform another series of experiments. For each of the functions in Figure 5.6, we use inputs of the same
sizes as input A in the record phase, and then vary the sizes of the inputs in the test phase (whose contents are also entirely different). In particular, we use inputs in the test phase whose sizes are $1/4 \times$ to $4 \times$ the size of the input in the record phase. We run each test three times and report averages and standard deviations.

Figure 5.8 shows the results of this experiment. Each graph shows the results for one of the nine functions that take variable inputs. Each curve in the graph corresponds to a different snapshot technique. Each point on a curve shows the execution time of a function for a particular ratio of input sizes in the test and record phases. In the graph for ffmpeg, for example, the point on the blue dashed line at $x = 4$ shows the execution time of ffmpeg using Firecracker when the size of the input video for the test phase is $4 \times$ the size of the input video used in the record phase to take the snapshot.

These results show that FaaSnap snapshots provide performance benefits across the range of input size ratios. As with the results in Figure 5.6, FaaSnap outperforms Firecracker and REAP for all of the functions, and performs similarly to Cached except for recognition. In contrast, for many functions REAP execution time significantly increases when the input size is larger than that of the record phase, especially for chameleon, image, and pagerank. At these larger input sizes, REAP performs worse than Firecracker for many of the functions.
Table 5.3. Performance analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total time</th>
<th>Fetch time</th>
<th>Fetch size</th>
<th>Guest pagefault size</th>
<th>Page fault waiting time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REAP, ffmpeg</td>
<td>1408 ms</td>
<td>257 ms</td>
<td>201 M</td>
<td>20 M</td>
<td>780 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaaSnap, ffmpeg</td>
<td>1070 ms</td>
<td>107 ms</td>
<td>146 M</td>
<td>32 M</td>
<td>866 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAP, image</td>
<td>480 ms</td>
<td>51 ms</td>
<td>22 M</td>
<td>31 M</td>
<td>342 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaaSnap, image</td>
<td>136 ms</td>
<td>55 ms</td>
<td>88 M</td>
<td>7.2 M</td>
<td>109 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FaaSnap, on the other hand, handles changing input sizes well and its benefits are resilient to changes in working set. Relative to Firecracker, the benefit of FaaSnap snapshots is roughly constant across differences in input sizes, effectively providing the performance of having the pages that benefit the test phase prefetched into the cache. Note that the impact of this benefit on overall execution time does decrease for larger input size ratios. As function execution time becomes dominated by the input itself, working set optimizations including FaaSnap are going to provide diminishing returns. For these situations, the goal of a system taking advantage of working sets is to help when it can but otherwise avoid degrading function execution time, which FaaSnap achieves but unfortunately REAP does not.

5.5.4 Performance analysis

To provide more insight into the performance differences between FaaSnap and REAP, we examine the execution breakdown of the ffmpeg and image functions in more detail. They show different behaviors under the two systems, and are representative of other functions. We collect metrics including total execution time, working set fetch time, working set fetch size, guest page fault size, and page fault waiting time. The page fault waiting time includes both the page fault service time (kvm_mmu_page_fault) and the time KVM waits for the guest CPU to be ready to run (kvm_vcpu_block). We collect the numbers using bpftrace [77] and perf and report them in Table 5.3.

While FaaSnap outperforms REAP when executing both functions, it does so for different reasons. For ffmpeg, the benefit with FaaSnap mostly comes from a shorter fetch time. REAP’s
fetching process includes not only synchronously reading the working set, but also installing the pages via userfaultfd, which slows down execution. FaaSnap starts the function concurrently with fetching, avoiding the initial fetching delay.

For image, FaaSnap fetching is slower than REAP. image with FaaSnap has a larger relative working set size, which is caused by the sparse access pattern of image resulting in more pages being recorded in its loading set under FaaSnap than in the working set under REAP. Despite faster working set fetching, though, REAP is much slower when running the function because of a much longer page fault waiting time: when serving each page fault, KVM blocks to wait for the guest CPU to be ready, resulting in extra context switches that increase waiting time. In contrast, FaaSnap has far fewer page faults and handles them in the kernel. This benefit, together with concurrent paging, makes image perform $3.5 \times$ faster on FaaSnap.

5.5.5 Optimization steps

To understand how the different optimizations contribute to the overall performance improvements of FaaSnap, we selectively measure incremental contributions of the optimizations. Starting with Firecracker as the baseline, we also measure FaaSnap using just concurrent paging (Section 5.3.2), then the combined optimizations that together support per-region mapping (Sections 5.3.2 to 5.3.5), and finally all FaaSnap optimizations combined. We focus on the image benchmark and measure the execution times as well as the number of page faults, total page fault handling time, and the number of disk read requests caused by VM page faults. We collect the data using the bpftrace [77] tool.

Figure 5.9 shows the results. The daemon loader uses concurrent paging to prefetch pages concurrently with the execution of the guest VM, which reduces the number of major page faults, total page fault time, and number of block read requests from the guest VM. Per-region mapping, however, has more major page faults and fewer block requests and a lower page fault handling time. These seemingly conflicting numbers are the result of different paging orders. In concurrent paging, the FaaSnap loader reads the working set pages in the address space order,
which does not correspond to the exact guest VM page access order. When the guest VM has a major page fault, it usually causes a disk read. Therefore, the average time of serving a page fault with just concurrent paging is high.

In comparison, with per-region mapping the daemon loader prefetches the pages in approximately the same order as the guest VM because of its use of working set groups. When a guest VM major page fault happens, it is more likely that the faulting page is being installed to the page cache from the disk by the daemon loader and does not cause another disk read. Therefore, the VM page fault handling time is shorter in per-region mapping, making the VM execution faster. Per-region mapping creates more major page faults since it is able to progress faster, but its major page faults are less “harmful” than major page faults in concurrent paging.

FaaSnap further reduces the loader’s read time using the loading set and loading set file optimizations. The loader can prefetch most of the pages before the guest accesses them, leading to the fewest number of major page faults, fewest number of block read requests, shortest page fault time, and shortest invocation time.
5.5.6 Bursty workloads

Burst-parallelism is an increasingly common invocation pattern in serverless computing [78]. Real-world events like IoT events and data analytics frameworks can create a large number of parallel invocations in a short time window, and it is important for platforms to be able to efficiently handle such workload patterns. We evaluate two kinds of bursty workloads, the burst of VMs from the same snapshot and from different snapshots: same snapshot represents bursty workloads from the same application while different snapshots represent those from different applications.

We evaluate bursty workloads using Firecracker, REAP, and FaaSnap. For the same snapshot, Firecracker and FaaSnap take advantage of the host OS page cache to avoid redundant disk reads when servicing page faults from the guest VMs. REAP bypasses the page cache to maximize read bandwidth. The FaaSnap loader uses a lock to ensure the loading set is accessed exactly once to avoid redundant accesses.

We measure workloads running 1–64 invocations of the hello-world and json functions.
functions at the same time. Figure 5.10 shows their average execution times and standard deviations. When using the same snapshot, both REAP and FaaSnap outperform Firecracker when parallelism is less than 64. Under higher parallelism, Firecracker benefits from the page cache when multiple guests access the same set of pages. The guests are in effect loading the cache for each other. FaaSnap is faster than REAP in all tests since REAP bypasses the page cache, missing the caching opportunity. When parallelism reaches 64, the CPU becomes the bottleneck and all settings take longer to execute and have higher variance.

When using different snapshots, Firecracker performance degrades quickly because the disk overheads from on-demand reading of all of the different snapshots increase quickly. Both REAP and FaaSnap run much faster than Firecracker with more efficient disk reads. REAP performs similarly to the case when it uses the same snapshot because it does not take advantage of the page cache. FaaSnap outperforms REAP, especially for json whose working set has more variance. Overall FaaSnap handles parallel guest page accesses more efficiently than Firecracker and REAP, better supporting bursty workloads.

5.5.7 Remote storage

In disaggregated storage environments, machines do not have local disks and attach remote block storage. To evaluate performance in such cases, we measure the invocation time while snapshots and related files are stored on remote block storage. We use an AWS Elastic Block Store (EBS) io2 volume with 64K maximum IOPS and 1 GB/s maximum throughput. We measure the execution time of all the functions in Table 5.2 using Firecracker, REAP, and FaaSnap snapshots. We conduct the test three times and report the mean and standard deviations of execution time.

Figure 5.11 shows the results. Baseline Firecracker snapshot performance using remote EBS is on average 33% slower than using the local NVMe SSD, reflecting the effects of increased latency and lower bandwidth from remote disks. Both REAP and FaaSnap significantly outperform Firecracker for most functions. FaaSnap is faster than REAP in most functions,
except recognition, read-list, and hello-world. In these functions, the working set is very stable, making REAP’s blocking working set fetching more efficient. On average, while FaaSnap performance using EBS is 28% slower than using a local NVMe SSD, it is 2.06x faster than Firecracker and 1.20x faster than REAP.

The feasibility of FaaSnap on remote storage enables it to be deployed on any machine, not just those with high-speed local SSDs, thereby extending its deployment flexibility.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Warm starts vs. snapshots vs. cold starts

A FaaS function invocation can be served in a warm VM, if a warm environment exists, using a snapshot, if there are existing snapshots, or by booting a cold VM if neither exists. The Azure Function traces [78] show that less than half of the functions are invoked every hour, and less than 10% are invoked every minute. For the most frequent functions, keeping warm VMs alive and using warm starts is the best choice. Snapshots are useful for less frequently executed functions where keeping warm VMs has more overhead than benefit. Snapshots are also useful for applications with large variance in workloads, such as applications with sudden bursts
of workloads. In this case, keeping warm VMs reduces resource utilization while cold starts have high latency. As shown in Section 5.5.6, FaaSnap can serve bursts of function invocations efficiently. For very cold functions that are rarely invoked, snapshots are likely not worth the storage and management costs. Therefore, snapshots can be used to replace cold starts for functions invoked less frequently than those that benefit from warm VMs, and replace warm VMs when their utilization is low (e.g., on eviction).

5.6.2 Storage costs

While snapshots can improve performance, they do incur a real cost for cloud providers for storing and managing the snapshot files. Two factors that determine the storage cost are snapshot file sizes and storage location.

In general, the sizes of snapshot memory files are the same as the guest memory size since the snapshot is a full copy of the guest memory. These sizes are typically a few hundred MB to a few GB, which are comparable to function image sizes. In practice, since guest memory often contains zero pages, snapshot files can be saved as sparse files to reduce their sizes. In effect, though, snapshots increase the storage requirements for functions that use them. As a result, for very infrequent functions, providers can choose to not take snapshots at all to reduce overall storage requirements.

Snapshot files can be stored on local SSDs, remote block storage like EBS, or remote object storage like AWS S3. Storing snapshots on local SSDs provides the best performance, but it is a relatively limited and expensive resource. Remote storage for snapshots is cheaper and much more plentiful, but has higher latency for serving snapshots.

As a result, deploying snapshots represents a tradeoff for providers. While most of our experiments, as well as those performed by other snapshot optimization systems like REAP [88] and Catalyzer [26], measure performance using local SSDs, such results represent an upper bound in performance and should be interpreted in that light. The best case is if providers selectively use local SSDs for snapshot storage for functions invoked frequently, but not frequently enough
to be served from warm VMs cached in memory (e.g., warm VMs can be evicted from memory via snapshot to local disk).

Though using network storage does introduce additional latency, it is still a viable alternative. Section 5.5.7 shows that when using EBS, FaaSnap snapshots still provide performance benefits. Snapshots for functions further down the invocation frequency distribution can be stored in the slowest tier object storage such as S3. Providers can also access snapshots in a hierarchical caching scheme. FaaSnap provides an even more fine-grained option for them since it divides guest memory into memory sets and loading set groups. In the future we plan to explore storing relatively small loading set files on local SSD and larger memory files on remote storage to reduce storage costs while satisfying the performance requirements of reading loading sets.

### 5.6.3 Memory footprints

When the working set estimate is a good match for subsequent invocations, such as the experiments in Section 5.5.2, the memory footprints of FaaSnap are similar to that of Firecracker snapshots. In those experiments, on average it consumes 6% more memory than Firecracker (anonymous and page cache combined), although not always (FaaSnap consumes less memory than Firecracker in 3 of the 12 functions). Prefetching the working set into the page cache does not significantly increase the memory footprint because the working set is likely going to be loaded on-demand in Firecracker snapshots. When the working set estimate is largely inaccurate and large portions of the loaded working set are not used by the guest VM, the memory footprint can increase for working set optimizations like REAP and FaaSnap.

### 5.6.4 Snapshot security

Reusing a snapshot for VMs has two security concerns. The first is the inherent risks when reusing an environment including in-memory state that persists across invocations. This situation for snapshots is similar to using warm VMs, and is considered acceptable in FaaS. The second is unique to restoring multiple VMs from the same snapshot. The restored instances
will have the same initial states. Specifically, pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs) with identical states can lead to a security vulnerability for cryptography. Several solutions have been proposed including using a new `madvise` flag to wipe memory locations with high-value secrets when taking a snapshot [16], and using a special device to provide unique VM IDs to the restored VMs [62].

5.7 Conclusion

On-disk snapshots are a promising way to prevent the overhead of cold starts in serverless computing. Existing snapshot and restore approaches have inefficiencies like long initial blocking, sensitivity to working set changes, and a host-guest memory semantic gap. In this chapter I propose FaaSnap, which develops several techniques and optimizations such as concurrent paging and per-region mapping to reduce the costs of guest VM major page faults. Experimental results show that FaaSnap improves function execution by up to 3.5x than the state-of-the-art, and it is only 3.5% slower than snapshots cached in memory. FaaSnap handles bursty workloads well, which allows it to better support GPSL-style applications.

Efficient cold start using VM snapshots not only improves serverless application latency, but also reduces resource consumption for the platform, which eventually drives down the operational costs for users.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis is inspired by the emergence of serverless computing, a new cloud computing model. Initially proposed for cloud-based request handlers, serverless uses a high-level interface to simplify building applications, adopts a pay-as-you-go billing model to reduce users’ operational costs, and enables fine-grained autoscaling based on current workloads.

I introduce the term general purpose serverless (GPSL) to describe a new trend in serverless applications. GPSL extends the request handler model of serverless computing to more complex applications that involve multiple serverless instances and cross-instance communication and coordination. Under the GPSL model, more applications like video encoding, parallel data analytics, and distributed compiling are possible.

In this thesis I developed Sprocket, an application framework tailored for video processing pipelines on serverless. By matching the massive parallel workers of serverless and internal parallelism of video content, Sprocket can process large amounts of data with low latency. As an application framework, Sprocket allows users to easily construct complex video processing pipelines using high-level modular building blocks. Sprocket handles underlying complexities like managing serverless resources, input/output, data dependencies, and mitigating stragglers.

Sprocket shows application framework level features benefit GPSL applications. However, some challenges cannot be solved on the application framework level. One challenge is the inefficiency of data transfers between serverless instances, which is a result of a lack of direct
Another challenge is the delays due to scheduling and cold start latencies, which are determined by the platform’s scheduling policies and runtime design.

I developed Particle to enable direct network support among serverless instances. Due to the ephemeral nature of serverless, traditional virtual networks impose significant overheads when a burst of new serverless instances is created. Particle uses a lightweight network stack that avoids costly operations involving network namespaces and virtual devices. As a result, Particle helps serverless platforms better support the networking requirements of GPSL applications.

I developed Sophon to tackle the scheduling inefficiencies in serverless platforms. OpenWhisk scheduling suffers from problems like container thrashing, which causes unnecessary cold starts, low system throughput and increased latency. To address these problems, Sophon adopts container-grained scheduling. By maintaining the resource state of containers, Sophon avoids the container thrashing problem. Experimental results show Sophon increases system throughput, which helps reduce operational costs. It also reduces the number of cold starts and reduces serverless request latency, which is important for GPSL applications since the slow requests can become performance bottlenecks.

Finally I developed FaaSnap to improves the performance of cold starts. Although efficient scheduling policies, as demonstrated by Sophon, can prevent many unnecessary cold starts, in other cases cold starts are unavoidable. FaaSnap adopts snapshot-based virtual machines for serverless environments. It uses techniques including concurrent paging, per-region mapping, and host page recording to reduce the latency of cold starts. Similar to Sophon, reducing the request latency prevents GPSL performance bottlenecks. Moreover, FaaSnap can efficiently handle bursty workloads, a common pattern in GPSL applications such as Sprocket.

In this thesis I demonstrate systems, including Sprocket, Particle, Sophon, and FaaSnap, provide application framework level and platform level features, which greatly simplify implementation, reduce network overheads, and improve scheduling and cold start performance of GPSL computing. These systems expand the potential of future GPSL computing, paving the way for the adoption of serverless to a wider range of applications.
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